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Abstract
Lattice valued fuzziness is more general than crispness or fuzziness based on the unit
interval. In this work, we present a query language for a lattice based fuzzy database.
We deﬁne a Lattice Fuzzy Structured Query Language (LFSQL) taking its member-
ship values from an arbitrary lattice L. LFSQL can handle, manage and represent
crisp values, linear ordered membership degrees and also allows membership degrees
from lattices with non-comparable values. This gives richer membership degrees, and
hence makes LFSQL more ﬂexible than FSQL or SQL. In order to handle vagueness
or imprecise information, every entry into an L-fuzzy database is an L-fuzzy set in-
stead of crisp values. All of this makes LFSQL an ideal query language to handle
imprecise data where some factors are non-comparable. After deﬁning the syntax
of the language formally, we provide its semantics using L-fuzzy sets and relations.
The semantics can be used in future work to investigate concepts such as functional
dependencies. Last but not least, we present a parser for LFSQL implemented in
Haskell.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Data and information management have been part of human life from the time im-
memorial. In this contemporary world, good management of information is one of
the intrinsic elements in the success of an organization. The uses and beneﬁts of
databases are not limited to only corporate bodies. The phone book on our phones
which is a database, is a practical example of the uses and beneﬁts of databases to
individuals. A database which is the collection of organized data for easy access,
managing and retrieval of information has overcome the bottleneck of the traditional
ﬁling system by providing easy and ﬂexible access to information, data sharing, data
integrity, information security and optimization of space [20].
The relational database model, developed by E. F. Codd [5], has been widely used in
this modern world due to its ability to break the barriers of complexity and inﬂexi-
bility of the network and hierarchical data model. Relational Database Management
Systems (RDBMS) serve as an interface program between data in the database and
the human operator [5]. RDBMS have the signiﬁcant power to manage date eﬃciently
than even the spreadsheet softwares [18].
Structured Query Language (SQL), which is the standard language used to interact
with RDBMS, is one of the fountainheads of the success, and predominate for rela-
tional databases in the commercial world of database systems. RDBMS and SQL are
based on crisp concepts which use all-inclusive or all-exclusive approach. They use a
Boolean ﬁlter process to operate, which makes it incapable of representing, handling
and managing imprecise or vague information. Uncertain information for example,
using labels such as young, short, long, or old does not have clear or precise bound-
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aries, as opposed to information that can easily be distinguished by Yes or No
[9].
There is a great portion of this imprecise information in our daily activities. We
model a database to keep records of such daily activities. Labeling a person as being
young in terms of age, for instance, is ambiguous. In one context, one could conclude
that 30 years old and below represents young persons, whilst someone will go beyond
to consider 40 years old and below as being young.
In addition, to consider 20 years old and 40 years old persons as young on the same
scale will be inappropriate. It will be appropriate to represent them using a scale
of degrees of membership, indicating to what degree they belong to the set of young
people. Zadeh [6, 32] introduced the concept of fuzziness representing a generalization,
which goes beyond the classical set concept by mapping elements to the unit interval
between 0 and 1 inclusively [9]. In other words, it is a generalization based on the
degree of membership rather than an all inclusive or all exclusive approach. Fuzzy
Relational Database Management Systems (FRDBMS) and Fuzzy Structured Query
Language (FSQL) are based on the theory and concept of fuzziness. These FRDBMS
and FSQL have made it possible to model this imprecise and vague kind of information
in databases.
In optimization problems, it is more appropriate to generalize beyond the unit interval
since some elements may be incomparable [9]. L-Fuzziness developed by Goguen is
a more generalized concept than the ﬁxed unit interval fuzziness [4, 9]. In other
words, lattice-valued fuzziness (L-fuzziness) is a generalization of the fuzziness that
uses arbitrary lattice values instead of the unit interval as membership degrees. For
example, rating a car as good or bad, in one context a person who likes fast moving
cars will consider the horsepower to judge, but in another context, someone will
consider the price to judge. Such situation rating is not linearly ordered and it is
more appropriate to treat it in L-fuzzy concept due to the property of partial order.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop L-Fuzzy Structured Query Language (L-
FSQL) for FRDBMS and to give the semantics of LFSQL using the abstract theory
of arrow categories for L-fuzzy. The motivation of this work is based on the fact that
L-fuzziness is more generalized than the Fuzzy concept by Zadeh as explained in this
section. This LFSQL will take its membership values from an arbitrary lattice. This
is more generalized than FSQL which takes its membership values from a ﬁxed unit
interval. This in eﬀect will give varieties of membership values. There are a lot of
2
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essential operations and properties that come with lattices [14]. The properties, laws
and operations satisﬁed in the lattice can be extended to the L-fuzzy relation which
gives indications that these essential properties, laws and operations can be used in
LFSQL as well. Interestingly, the semantics of LFSQL can also be used to investigate
functional dependencies more eﬃciently.
1.2 Main Contributions of the Thesis
In this section, we will state the main contributions of this work. We will follow it by
emphasizing on how this thesis is organized.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is that we provide a formal deﬁnition of
the syntax of LFSQL. We also give concrete semantics of LFSQL in L-fuzzy relations.
Last but not the least, we provide an implementation of a parser for LFSQL in Haskell.
This thesis is related to the work of Chowdhury [2].
This thesis is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 provides general introductory
information about this work. In Chapter 2, we provide background information about
relational databases, SQL, Fuzzy databases and FSQL. We further introduce L-fuzzy
relations and LFSQL. Chapter 3 provides mathematical concepts behind L-fuzzy
databases and LFSQL. Chapter 4 mainly discusses the deﬁnitions of L-fuzzy database
and LFSQL. It provides explanations about the various elements of L-fuzzy databases
and LFSQL, the grammar guiding the creation of the LFSQL, and the semantics of
L-fuzzy database and LFSQL. The actual implementations of L-fuzzy database and
LFSQL in terms of datatypes and the main functions are discussed in Chapter 5.
Lastly, conclusions are given in Chapter 6.
3
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Preliminaries
In this chapter, we give a short discussion of regular relational databases and fuzzy
relational databases to aid the reader's understanding of this work. We brieﬂy in-
troduce the actual work which is the L-fuzzy relational database and its standard
language LFSQL.
2.1 Relational Database and SQL
In this section, we take a look at regular relational databases developed by Codd 1975
as well as the language SQL developed by Chamberlin and Boyce in the 1970s. We
consider how the regular relational databases and SQL are viewed in the mathematical
sense. We give an example of regular or crisp relations. We represent the relations
in matrix form to show how crisp relations are treated through Boolean ﬁlters. In
addition, we give some examples of SQL statements.
2.1.1 Relational Database
The relations in a relational model for databases are similar to regular relations used
in mathematics [3]. A relational database (RDB) consists of a set of relations (ta-
bles) with sets (columns or attributes) and unique instances (rows or records) with
values for each attribute. A table in an RDB can be viewed as a cross product of the
attributes (sets). In a mathematical sense, a classical relation is the set of ordered
pairs. Notationally, if S and T are sets, then relation R between S and T is a subset
of the Cartesian product S  T   a, b S a > S, b > T, which is R b S  T . A rela-
tionship can either exist or does not exist between elements [25, 26]. A relation can
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also be represented by its characteristic function µR  S  T   B where B represents
the Boolean values [14]. The characteristic function is deﬁned byµRa, b= true iﬀ
a, b > R.
Example 2.1.1. Let us consider Table 2.1 as database table which represents stu-
dents' records concerning their interest in some courses. Student Id (Std_Id)   {S1,
S4, S3, S2, S5}. On the other hand, Interest   {Political Science (P.Sci), Computing
(Comp), Geography (Geog), Mathematics (Maths)}. The students' records relation
or table can be viewed in the mathematical sense as a subset of Std_Id  Interest
i.e. Students   {(S1,P.Sci), (S4,Comp), (S3,Geog), (S2,Maths), (S5,Comp)}
Std_Id Interest
S1 P.Sci
S4 Comp
S3 Geog
S2 Maths
S5 Comp
Table 2.1: Students' records
Matrix Representation
The representation of the relation students' records in the matrix form from Figure
2.1 gives a clear pictorial view of how crisp relations are represented through Boolean
values. The Boolean values demonstrate if there is a relation between the two ele-
ments or not. We use 1 and 0 for true and false respectively. The pair (S2, Maths)
belongs to the relation Students and it will have a Boolean value of 1. The pair (S4,
P.Sci) which does not exist in the relation Students will have a Boolean value of 0.
Students =



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 0 0 0
S4 0 1 0 0
S3 0 0 1 0
S2 0 0 0 1
S5 0 1 0 0



Figure 2.1: Matrix representation of students records
Table 2.1 is a binary relation as it has exactly two columns. Relational database
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tables normally contain more than 2 columns. To represent such a crisp relation in
a Boolean matrix, is a matter of having a break point in the pairs by grouping some
pairs as the source and the remaining as the target.
The relation A  B  C represented by Table 2.2 can be viewed in a diﬀerent form
as n   A B  C where n is the number of rows in the table. Figure 2.2 shows the
representation of Table 2.2 in the Boolean matrix. It gives a pictorial view of how
such a table with more than 2 columns is represented in the database. The source
{1,2,3,4} is coming from n and the target {xxx, xxy, xyx, xyy, yxx, yxy, yyx, yyy} is
a subset of the power set of A  B  C. Each row represents an object or record in
the database table.
A B C
x x y
x y y
y x x
y y y
Table 2.2: Multiple column table



xxx xxy xyx xyy yxx yxy yyx yyy
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1



Figure 2.2: Matrix representation of the relation n   A  B  C.
2.1.2 Structured Query Language
We can view SQL as the standard language used to interact with the RDBMS which
contains, controls and manages the database's resources and data. SQL is one of
the reasons for the popularity of the RDB due to its English like structure and the
intuitive meaning of its operations [5]. The foundations of SQL were based on the
theories in the relational model. Some of the operators upon which SQL was built,
were already existing in mathematics before the relational model for databases was
invented [3]. Some of these mathematical operators in relational model theories upon
which SQL was built are: union, intersection, division and Cartesian product. An
SQL INSERT statement in the mathematical sense is the union of the data in the
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selected table from the database and row (record) formed by the values in the insert
statement.
Example 2.1.2. We now perform some examples of SQL queries. The tables below
show the original table and the resulting tables from SQL SELECT, DELETE and
INSERT queries. Table 2.3 is the actual students table on which we carried out the
SQL queries.
Table 2.4 is the resulting table from inserting the record "S6, Maths" by the INSERT
statement
INSERT INTO Students VALUES(S6, Maths);
Similarly, Table 2.5 is the resulting table from deleting record "S3, Geog" from the
students table by the statement
DELETE FROM Students WHERE Std_Id = S3;
Lastly, Table 2.6 represents the result of selecting some records from the Students
table by
SELECT Std_Id, Interest FROM Students
WHERE Std_Id = S4 OR Std_Id = S5;
Std_Id Interest
S1 P.Sci
S4 Comp
S3 Geog
S2 Maths
S5 Comp
Table 2.3: Students table
Std_Id Interest
S1 P.Sci
S4 Comp
S3 Geog
S2 Maths
S5 Comp
S6 Maths
Table 2.4: Result table from the
INSERT statement.
Std_Id Interest
S1 P.Sci
S4 Comp
S2 Maths
S5 Comp
Table 2.5: Result table from the
DELETE statement.
Std_Id Interest
S4 Comp
S5 Comp
Table 2.6: Result table from the
SELECT statement.
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Both relational databases and SQL are based on the crisp concept. The crisp concept
uses an all inclusive or all exclusive approach to deal with membership of elements.
They are incapable of representing, handling and manipulating imprecise or ambigu-
ous data well. There have been several attempts by researchers in the relational model
to deal with the representation and manipulation of fuzzy data in RDB and its SQL.
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. Codd introduced the NULL
value as a value to be used in place of imprecise and missing data [6]. A comparison
of any value with the null value yields neither true or false, but rather yields maybe
as the result [6].
2.2 Fuzzy Relational Database and FSQL
This section contains the discussion of the basic concepts underlying fuzzy relational
databases. We take a view on how fuzzy relational databases treat fuzzy data. Fur-
thermore, we provide a matrix representation of a relation using matrices with coef-
ﬁcients from the unit interval [0,1]. Lastly, we discuss FSQL the standard language
for fuzzy relational databases. We take a look at some of the elements which have
been added to SQL to form FSQL in order to handle fuzzy data.
2.2.1 Fuzzy Relational Database
FSQL and FRDB are both based either "on fuzziness" or "on the fuzzy concept"
introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [6, 32]. Fuzzy sets or relations go beyond the crisp
concept of either all-inclusive or all-exclusive by mapping elements to membership
degrees taken from the interval [0,1]. A fuzzy set A can be denoted mathematically
as A={µA(xi)/xi, . . . , µA(xn)/xn } where µA(xi) > [0,1] is the membership degree and
xi >X where X is the underlying universe of discourse. An element which belongs to
a fuzzy set with degree 1 is a full member whilst an element with membership degree
0 is absolutely not a member of the fuzzy set. A membership degree between 0 and
1 determines the level of membership.
The fuzzy concept has paved the way for the use of imprecise and ambiguous elements
as values in addition to crisp values in databases. Linguistic labels can be deﬁned on
any attribute which can be treated as fuzzy set [6, 8, 11]. These labels are already de-
ﬁned in the fuzzy meta-knowledge base. For example, Figure 2.3 shows the deﬁnition
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of linguistic labels $Young, $Old and $Very_Old on Age. The x-axis represents
the actual age whilst the y-axis represents the membership value of the actual age
in the linguistic labels. A person with age 30 will belong to $Young or $Old with
membership degree 0.5 but will belong to $Very Old with membership degree 0.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1
$Young $Old $VeryOldµ(x)
x(yrs)
Figure 2.3: Age distribution in terms of linguistic labels
Similar to the classical relation representation through a characteristic function, a
fuzzy relation can be seen as a map from X to a real number between 0 and 1
inclusively indicating the degree of its existence. In other words, a relation with
membership degree 1 indicates that there is a strong relation between the elements
whilst the relation with degree 0 indicates that there is no relation. Similarly, a
relation with membership degree in between 0 and 1 represents the level of relationship
between the elements. Crisp relations are a special case of fuzzy relations. They are
fuzzy relations where the membership values are restricted to {0,1}. In mathematical
representation, a fuzzy relation R between the sets A and B is a function R  AB  
 0,1.
Matrix Representation of Fuzzy Relations
Example 2.2.1. Consider the Example 2.1.2, where interest can be assumed as fuzzy
in nature. Interest can be visualized as a qualitative attribute and is subjective as
well. There can be several levels of interest in a course. Students may have more
interest, little interest in a course. In a crisp model, either you have absolute interest
to have Boolean value 1 or risk of having Boolean value 0 for any other level of
interest. It is best to represent such a relation as a fuzzy relation. Figure 2.4 shows
the matrix representation to illustrate a fuzzy relation on the students' records.
9
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Students =



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 0.43 0.75 0.10
S4 0 1 0.65 0.85
S3 0.89 0.30 1 0
S2 0 0.95 0.38 1
S5 0.64 1 0 0.51



Figure 2.4: Matrix representation of students' records in fuzzy relation
From Figure 2.4, some of the students who could not give aﬃrmative responses of
their interest in some of the courses are well represented. In other words, the fuzzy
form gives the chance to represent the diﬀerent levels of interest with respect to the
students' responses. Those responses such as "I have little interest", "maybe I have
interest" and "I have more interest" will get degrees between 0 and 1 inclusively
instead of 1 for "I have interest" and 0 for any other level of interest. A fuzzy table
with more than two columns is treated the same way as the classical table as being
explained in Section 2.1.1. The only diﬀerence is, instead of Boolean values 0 or 1 as
membership degrees, the unit interval [0,1] is used.
2.2.2 FSQL
Fuzzy Structured Query language is used to query a fuzzy database. It is an extension
of SQL and all the valid statements in SQL are also valid in FSQL [6]. In order
words, to use FSQL to represent and manipulate imprecise data, additional elements
have been added to the SQL to form FSQL. The SELECT statement for instance,
which is one of the complex statements in the SQL has some additional elements
such as fulﬁllment threshold (Thold), compatibility degree (CDEG()) and Fuzzy
comparators. A SELECT query in FSQL could be:
SELECT * FROM Students, CDEG() WHERE Age FEQ $Young THOLD 0.5
Fulﬁllment threshold and its value (THOLD 0.5) in FSQL indicates the minimum
degree (0.5) that a tuple must satisfy a given condition to be part of the resultant. In
fuzzy theory, it represents an α-cut which can be viewed as a fuzzy property which
sets the membership degree of elements greater or equal to the α-cut value to degree
1 and the rest to degree 0. More information about α-cut will be discussed in the
next chapter. Compatibility degree CDEG() is a function that computes the degree
of satisfaction of tuples to the SELECT query condition.
10
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Fuzzy Equal (FEQ) is an example of fuzzy comparators used to compare an attribute
with attribute of the same type or attribute and a value. In the SELECT query
above, (FEQ) is comparing attribute Age and the fuzzy value $Young. There are
18 comparators in addition to the crisp comparators. Eight of them are possibility
comparators which compare elements based on their general features. The next eight
are necessity comparators, which are the corresponding version of the possibility
comparators. The necessity comparators compare elements based on speciﬁc features
only. The possibly equal comparator returns true if at least some of the compared
features are equal. In the case of necessarily equal, it returns true only if all the
comparing features are the same. In eﬀect, the possibly equal selects more tuples
than necessarily equal. The remaining two are inclusion and fuzzy inclusion.
There are also logical operators Or, And and Not in FSQL. The t-norm and the
t-conorm are functions that provide a lot of operators in fuzzy concept [6]. In the
fuzzy concept, the Or operator computes by using a t-conorms or s-norms and by
default, the maximum is used. On the other hand, the And operator computes by
using a t-norms and by default the minimum is used. The Not operator also operates
by using negation or the complement of fuzzy set [6]. There are other functions in
t-norm and t-conorm that the user of FSQL can specify instead of using the default
ones [6]. Fuzzy databases and FSQL both make it possible to handle and manipulate
inexact data. They give the ﬂexibility to handle both quantitative and qualitative
information. Fuzzy databases and FSQL can only handle linear order data well but
cannot handle partial ordered data as being explained in the introduction of this the-
sis.
Example 2.2.2. Let us consider an example of FSQL statements on members'
records of a club as shown in the tables below. Figure 2.5 is a trapezoidal diagram
showing the Age distribution in terms of fuzziness whilst Table 2.7 is the members'
records table. We assume that from the Age distribution, 30 years and 40 years old
persons have a degree of membership 0.5 and 0 respectively in the linguistic label
$Young. We also assume that 40 years has degree 1 in the label $Old.
Table 2.8 is the resulting table from inserting a new member record with M5 and
$Old fuzzy values as Id and Age respectively. We used the INSERT statement:
INSERT INTO Members VALUES(M5, $Old);
We also deleted records "M3, 30" and "M4, 40" from Table 2.7. The Table 2.9 is
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the resulting table from the DELETE query. Although, age 30 is indeed part of
$Young but the degree is less than the threshold. We achieved Table 2.9 by the
DELETE statement:
DELETE FROM members WHERE Age NFLEQ $Young
Thold 0.8;.
Similarly, Table 2.10 is the resulting table from the SELECT statement:
SELECT Std_Id, Age CDEG FROM Members
WHERE Age FEQ $Young Thold 0.4;
Using the condition in the SELECT statement above to consult Figure 2.5, age 30
yrs, 40 yrs and $Young have degree 0.5, 0 and 1 respectively in the set $Young.
The additional restriction from the threshold which is 0.4 discarded the record with
Age 40 yrs. The record with Age 40 yrs has a degree less than the threshold.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1
$Young $Old $VeryOldµ(x)
x(yrs)
Figure 2.5: Trapezoidal diagram of Age distribution
Mem_Id Age
M1 $Young
M4 40
M3 30
Table 2.7: Club members table
Mem_Id Age
M1 $Young
M4 40
M3 30
M5 $Old
Table 2.8: Result table from the
FSQL INSERT statement.
Mem_Id Age
M1 $Young
Table 2.9: Result table from the
FSQL DELETE statement.
CDEG Mem_Id Age
1 M1 $Young
0.5 M4 30
Table 2.10: Result table from the
FSQL SELECT statement.
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2.3 L-Fuzzy Relations and LFSQL
In this section, we begin our discussion by taking a brief look at L-fuzzy relations.
We consider the underlying lattice theory and some of its operations. We give an
L-fuzzy relation version of the student's records and represent it in the matrix form
as well. Lastly, we consider a brief look at LFSQL and its nature with respect to the
already existing languages SQL and FSQL.
2.3.1 L-Fuzzy Relations
L-fuzzy relations map elements to a value of an arbitrary lattice L instead of the unit
interval [0,1]. Though the fuzzy concept is capable of handling imprecise data which
are linear, sometimes fuzzy data can be nonlinear [9]. In comparing elements, some
elements may be incomparable. In other words, none precedes the other. In such a
situation the ideal representation will be using L-fuzzy sets.
For example, let us consider a case where you have multiple factors to contemplate
before you can optimize your choice and some of these factors are not related to each
other or are incomparable. In order to optimize such a choice, the criteria should form
a complete lattice at least. A complete lattice is partially ordered and all the subsets
must have both meet (,) and join (-) [9]. A partially ordered set is a set with an order
relation, which is a relation that is reﬂexive, transitive and antisymmetric. Figure 2.6
is a Hasse diagram which is a mathematical structure representing a lattice partially
ordered by inclusion on the set A   a, b, c. We give a more detailed discussion on
posets in Chapter 3.
a, b, c
a, b a, c b, c
a b c
{ }
Figure 2.6: Lattice by inclusion on set A   a, b, c
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From Figure 2.6, there is a relation between a and a, b, which is a is included in
a, b. On the hand, there is no relationship between a and b under the inclusive
deﬁnition. In other words, you can not say that a is included in b or vice versa.
However, for every subset of the lattice, there exists a meet and a join. For example,
a - b = a, b and a , b = { } or the empty set.
In general lattice theory, lower bounds or upper bounds or both may exist for a subset
of a given ordered set. The least among the upper bounds is called least upper bound
or supremum, and the greatest among the lower bounds is the greatest lower bound
or inﬁmum of the subset. The greatest element in the whole set is the least upper
bound of the set. Likewise, the least element of the set is the greatest lower bound of
the set. In Figure 2.6, the least element and the greatest element of the lattice are 
and a, b, c respectively. Given any element x, the meet of x and the greatest element
always results in x whilst the join results in the greatest element. On the contrary,
the meet of x and the least element always results in the least element but the join
results in x. The laws and properties of lattices can be extended to L-fuzzy relations
[9]. A more mathematically detailed explanation of the concepts about posets as well
as lattices are given in the next chapter.
L-fuzzy relations can be viewed also as a characteristic function. Mathematically,
an L-fuzzy relation between A and B is a function A  B   L where L denotes
the lattice of membership values. L-fuzziness is a generalization of fuzziness which
includes both crispness and the original fuzziness by Zadeh. If L  {0,1}, we are
dealing with crispness [4]. This can be referred as Boolean lattice of truth-values
[25]. Again, if L  [0,1], then we are dealing with the original fuzziness introduced by
Zadeh [4].
2.3.2 Matrix Representation of L-Fuzzy Relations
Let us consider again the students' records illustration. What if we want to know
whether the student has taken the course before or not in connection with their in-
terest in the course? Figure 2.7.(a) represents the given lattice L which is the set
of responses from the students. The members of L can be viewed in more detail as
absolutely not interested (0), taken but mostly uninterested (TI), not taken but
mostly not interested (NI), Interested (I ), not taken but mostly interested (NI),
taken but mostly interested (TI) and absolutely interested (1). Figure 2.7.(b) shows
the matrix representation of the students' records illustration in L-fuzzy relation.
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1
NI
I
TI
NI TI
0
(a) Lattice distribution of students'
reponses



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 TI NI TI
S4 0 1 I TI
S3 NI TI 1 0
S2 0 NI NI 1
S5 TI 1 0 I



(b) Matrix representation of stu-
dents' records in L-fuzzy relation
Figure 2.7: L-fuzzy version of students' records
With respect to Figure 2.7, it is clear that we can combine several factors in an L-fuzzy
approach that could not be modeled in the fuzzy approach by Zadeh. We have been
able to add whether the student has taken the course or not as additional factor in
determination of the students interest in the course. The lattice can be restructured
or extended to suite our needs for membership values without worrying about the
unordered structure some factors may pose. The L-fuzzy approach also gives a richer
notation than crisp and fuzzy approaches [14]. For example, instead of using only 0s
and 1s or the unit interval, from Figure 2.7, we have been able to use TI, I and
NI without any diﬃculties or complexities. With regard to matrix representation
of tables with more than two columns, we treat it the same as in Figure 2.2. The
only diﬀerence is instead of 0s and 1s, we use arbitrary lattice values.
2.3.3 LFSQL
LFSQL will be the query language to be used to represent and manipulate L-fuzzy
data in the fuzzy relational database. It will be the extension of the FSQL to accom-
modate non linear fuzzy data. Instead of membership values from [0,1] only, LFSQL
will take values from an arbitrary lattice which also contains the crisp values as well
as the fuzzy values. We want to present a small core language which is based on SQL
and FSQL.
SQL and FSQL were based on the mathematical operators and properties in the
classical sets and fuzzy sets respectively. Likewise, LFSQL will be based on the laws,
properties and operators of L-fuzzy sets such as meet, join, reﬂexivity, transitivity and
asymmetry to execute its queries statements. The next chapter will give more detail
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of the underlying operators and properties for LFSQL. We will give some examples
of LFSQL and how they work in Chapter 4.
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Mathematical Preliminaries
In this chapter, we discuss the underlying mathematical framework for this work. We
deﬁne the various concepts, properties and give concrete examples to explain these
concepts and properties. We will use "-" and "," to denote join and meet respectively
in lattices and L-fuzzy sets.
3.1 Lattices
This section basically contains deﬁnitions, properties and some concrete examples of
lattices. We start by deﬁning lattices and looking at some of their properties and
operators. We further the discussion by looking at distributive lattices and Heyting
algebras.
3.1.1 Lattices
A rule (relation) such as contains in (b) or less or equal (B) is normally called an
order relationship, or an order for short. The underlying set together with the order
is known as a poset [1, 10]. Formally, we have the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.1.1. A set A with a binary relation B is a poset if and only if for all
a, b, c the properties from 1 to 3 below are satisﬁed.
(1) a B a Reﬂexive
(2) iﬀ a B b and b B c, then a B c Transitive
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(3) iﬀ a B b and b B a, then a   b Antisymmetric
Example 3.1.2. Consider poset A   u, v,w, x, y, z deﬁned by B relation as shown
in Figure 3.1. From the matrix representation, the leading diagonal indicates that
every element in A is B itself, thus, satisfying reﬂexivity. Again, none of the elements
are related in the reverse order unless the elements are equal which indicates the
relation is antisymmetric. Lastly, from Figure 3.1.(b), u B v and v B y and so we can
conclude that u B y is transitive.
In the Hasse diagram Figure 3.1.(a), we only draw the necessary line segments. We
did not show the line segments for transitivity and reﬂexivity but the bottom line is
the elements are ordered. In other words, the element at the lower end of the line
segment is less than the one at the upper end.
z
y
x w
v
u
(a) Graphical representation of poset A under
the relation B



B u v w x y z
u 1 1 1 1 1 1
v 0 1 1 1 1 1
w 0 0 1 0 1 1
x 0 0 0 1 1 1
y 0 0 0 0 1 1
z 0 0 0 0 0 1



(b) Matrix representation of poset A
under the relation B
Figure 3.1: Poset A under the relation B
In a poset some elements maybe be incomparable, for example x,w in Figure 3.1 (a).
In addition to the above properties, if all the elements are comparable, the poset is
referred to as linearly ordered or totally ordered. In other words, for all a, b we have
a B b or b B a [1, 10].
Supremum and Inﬁmum
A subset of poset may have upper bounds and lower bounds. The upper bounds of
a subset B consists of all the elements in the poset A which are greater or equal to
the elements in B. The least among the upper bounds is called least upper bound or
supremum (sup) of the subset. We denote the least upper bound of B by sup B if it
exists.
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Deﬁnition 3.1.3. Suppose A,B is a poset and B b A. Then we call x > A an upper
bound of B iﬀ y B x for all y > B, the least upper bound or supremum of B is x iﬀ x
is an upper bound of B and x B z for every upper bound z of B.
Lower bounds on the other hand, are all the elements in the poset A which are less or
equal to the elements in B. Similarly, the greatest among the lower bounds is called
greatest lower bound or inﬁmum (inf). We denote the greatest lower bound of B by
inf B if it exists.
Deﬁnition 3.1.4. Again let us assume A,B is a poset and B b A. Then we call
x > A a lower bound of B iﬀ y B x for all y > B, the greatest lower bound or supremum
of B is x iﬀ x is a lower bound of B and x B z for every lower bound z of B.
In Figure 3.1.(a), infx,w   v and supx,w   y. Depending on the structure of the
subset, inﬁmum and supremum may exist or may not exist for the subset. There is
always a greatest and a least element of poset and they form the least upper bound
and the greatest lower bound respectively of the poset. From the Figure 3.1.(a), the
greatest element or supremum of poset A is z and the least or inﬁmum is u. In an
empty set, the greatest element is the same as the least element.
Now, based on the above properties, we can deﬁne lattice as a partially ordered set
where for every pair of elements in the set, there exist an inﬁmum and a supremum.
Deﬁnition 3.1.5. A poset `L, Be is a lattice iﬀ L is a non-empty set, infa, b and
supa, b exist for all a, b > L [1, 10].
Lattices can also be deﬁned algebraically in terms of the meet (,) and join (-) oper-
ations.
Deﬁnition 3.1.6. A triple `L, -, ,e is lattice iﬀ meet (,) and join (-) are binary
operators on L and both - and , satisfy the properties of commutativity, associativity,
idempotency and the two absorption identities, [10]. For all x, y, z we have:
(4) x - y   y - x and x , y   y , x Commutative
(5) x - y - z   x - y - z and
(6) x , y , z   x , y , z Associative
(7) x - x   x and x , x   x Idempotency
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(8) x , x - y   x and x - x , y   x Absorption.
Both deﬁnitions, the order based and the algebraic deﬁnitions for example, x , y =
infx, y are equivalent as shown in [10]. Examples of lattices are Figure 2.5 at Sec-
tion 2.3.1 and Figure 2.6.(a) at Section 1.3.2. However, Figure 3.2 is an example of
a poset which is not a lattice. Although, there are upper bounds {d, e, f} for b and
c but the least upper bound does not exist. In the same manner, there are lower
bounds {a, b, c} for d and e but the greatest lower bound does not exist.
f
d e
b c
a
Figure 3.2: An example of a non-Lattice poset
Deﬁnition 3.1.7. A lattice with both an inﬁmum and a supremum for every subset
is called a complete lattice.
From the Deﬁnition 3.1.7, we can now deﬁne a bounded lattice which will help us to
include crispness as well as restricting the boundaries of the lattice. Algebraically, we
can deﬁne bounded lattice as:
Deﬁnition 3.1.8. A lattice `L, -, ,e is a bounded lattice iﬀ 0 and 1 > L and satisfy
the following properties: for all a > L,
(9) a , 1   a identity on ,
(10) a , 0 = 0 dominancy on ,
(11) a - 1 = 1 dominancy on -
(12) a - 0   a identity on -
Every complete lattice is bounded.
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3.1.2 Distributive lattice
From the Deﬁnition 3.1.6, we can be tempted analogically to assume that meet and
join binary operators have the same distributive property in lattice as the arithmetic
binary operators multiplication (*) and addition (+) have, but unfortunately not all
lattices preserve the distributive properties of meet and join. Thus, any lattice that
includes M3 or N5 shown in Figure 3.3 as a sublattice does not satisfy the distributive
property, hence is not distributive lattice [10, 21].
e
db c
a
(a) M3 a non-distributive lattice
e
d
b
c
a
(b) N5 a non-distributive lattice
Figure 3.3: Diagrammatical view of M3 and N5.
In Figure 3.3 (a), b , d - c   b , e   b but b , d - b , c   a - a   a i.e.,
b , d - c x b , d - b , c. Similarly, from Figure 3.3 (b), d , b - c   d , e   d but
d , b - d , c   b - a   b i.e., d , b - c x d , b - d , c
Deﬁnition 3.1.9. A lattice is distributive iﬀ for all x, y, z > L,
(13) x , y - z = x - y , x - z , distributing over -
(14) x - y , z = x , y - x , z - distributing over ,
The above properties in the Deﬁnition 3.1.9 dually imply each other. That is iﬀ
Property (13) holds for all elements of L, it implies Property (14) will also hold for
all elements of L and vice versa [1].
3.1.3 Heyting Algebras
A Heyting algebra, also called a relative pseudo-complemented lattice, is a bounded
lattice equipped with a binary implication operator ( ).
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Deﬁnition 3.1.10. A bounded lattice B = (L, -, ,) is Heyting algebra iﬀ there is
an implication operator ( ) such that for all a, b, c > L
a   a = 1
a , (a   b) = a , b
b , (a   b) = b
a   (b , c) = (a   b) , (a   c)
The relative pseudo-complement a  b of a and b can also be characterized by x,a B b
iﬀ x B a  b. In other words, it is the greatest element x such that x , a B b.
Example 3.1.11. Let us compute the relative pseudo-complement of some of the
elements in the lattice structure shown in Figure 3.4. To compute α   β for example,
we take the meet of α and all the various elements in the lattice. We then select all
the elements whose resulting value from the meet with α is less than β.
First we obtain:
α , 0   0
α , α   α
α , β   0
α , γ   α
α , δ   0
α , 1   α
Now, we compute the supremum of all elements x so that α,x B β. We get 0-β-δ   δ
so that α   β   δ.
Following the same procedure used to compute α   β, we can obtain the relative
pseudo-complement of α   α and β   α as 1 and α respectively.
1
γ δ
α β
0
Figure 3.4: Lattice structure
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3.2 L-Fuzzy Sets
After focusing our discussion on lattices in the above subsection, we now proceed
with our discussion by looking into L-fuzzy sets. We deﬁne L-fuzzy sets and their
operators meet and join.
3.2.1 L-Fuzzy Sets
From now on, L is always a complete Heyting algebra. Sometimes, due to the struc-
ture of elements in a set, we have to map the elements to arbitrary lattice in order to
obtain an optimum value. To evaluate such elements in the set, the lattice must be
a complete lattice [9]. An L-fuzzy set is a set with arbitrary lattice membership values.
Deﬁnition 3.2.1. An L-fuzzy subset A of X is function A X   L
From the Deﬁnition 3.2.1, we can also view L-fuzzy sets algebraically as all functions
from X   L, which is LX where L is the lattice and X is the underlying universe
of discourse. The algebraic structure of L is the same as LX and if and only if the
functions of L-fuzzy sets are equal, we can conclude that the sets are also equal [9].
The graph of a function f , which is graph(f) = a, faSa > A
Example 3.2.2. Let us consider the set X   u, v,w, x, y, z and Figure 3.4 where L
= {0, α, β, γ, δ, 1}. We can form the graph of L-fuzzy sets:
graph(A) = {(u,γ), (v,1), (w,β), (x,δ), (y,0), (z,α)}
graph(B) = {(u,α), (v,γ), (w,0), (x,δ), (y,β), (z,β)}
graph(C) = {(u,0), (v,δ), (w,0), (x,1), (y,β), (z,δ)}.
We are pairing the elements in X with their lattice membership values.
3.2.2 Meet and Join
The properties, laws and operators of lattices are also valid for L-fuzzy sets. We
can deﬁne meet and join operations and also state their properties in L-fuzzy subsets
from a lattice as well. If 0 and U are the empty and universal subset respectively of
the L-fuzzy, then U is the universal identity and 0 is the universal dominant under
the meet operation. On the contrary to meet, 0 and U are the universal identity and
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dominant respectively in join.
Deﬁnition 3.2.3. Suppose A and B are L-fuzzy subsets of X. Then we deﬁne the
meet and join of A and B, the universal set U and the empty set 0 for all x >X by:
A -Bx = Ax -Bx
A ,Bx = Ax ,Bx.
Ux = 1
0x= 0
We will list some basic properties in the Lemma below.
Lemma 3.2.4. For a given L-fuzzy sets A, B and C, we have
1. A -B = B -A and A ,B = B ,A (4)
2. (A -B -C = A - B -C (5)
3. (A ,B ,C = A , B ,C (6)
4. A -A = A and A ,A = A (7)
5. A ,U   A (9)
6. A , 0   0 (10)
7. A -U   U (11)
8. A - 0   A (12)
Below are concrete examples of meet and join based on the Example 3.2.2.
graph(A ,B = {(u,α, v, γ, w,0, x, δ, y,0, z,0)}
graphA -B = {(u, γ), (v,1), (w,β), (x, δ), (y, β), (z, γ)}
graphA ,A = {(u,γ), (v,1), (w,β), (x,δ), (y,0), (z,α)}= graph(A)
graphA ,U ={(u,γ), (v,1), (w,β), (x,δ), (y,0), (z,α)}= graph(A)
graphB , 0 = = {(u,α), (v,0), (w,0), (x,0), (y,0), (z,0)}
graphC -U = {(u,1), (v,1), (w,1), (x,1), (y,1), (z,1)}
graphB - 0 = {(u,0), (v,δ), (w,0), (x,1), (y,β), (z,δ)} = graph(B)
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3.2.3 Relative Pseudo-Complement
If y is the complement of x in a bounded lattice L for x, y > L then x , y   0 and
x-y   1. Since the complement of x may not be unique, we result to relative pseudo-
complement [30]. If we have a lattice, then there is a notation of relative pseudo-
complement from Section 3.1.3. Since L-fuzzy sets also form a lattice, they also do
have relative pseudo-complements. We can compute the relative pseudo-complement
on L-fuzzy sets S and R by R   Sx   Rx  Sx.
Example 3.2.5. Let us consider the graph of L-fuzzy sets A and B below. Then
we compute A   Bz as A   Bz   Az   z   α   β   δ where the last
equality was already computed in Example 3.1.11.
graph(A) = {(u,γ), (v,1), (w,β), (x,δ), (y,0), (z,α)}
graph(B) = {(u,α), (v,γ), (w,0), (x,δ), (y,β), (z,β)}
3.3 L-Fuzzy Relations
In this section we will look at L-fuzzy relations. We will cover the transposition,
composition and residual which are speciﬁcally related to L-fuzzy relations. We will
also consider "@" and "A" to represent join and meet respectively for L-fuzzy relations.
In the case of composition, we will use ";" and we read from left to right, eg. R;Q will
be read R followed by Q. We also provide a concrete example for easy understanding
of these operations.
3.3.1 L-Fuzzy Relations
Similarly to classical relations, we can view L-fuzzy relations as characteristic func-
tions that map pairs of elements from the cross product of sets to L. The lattice
L is used to determine the level of relation between the pairs. We can also view it
algebraically as all functions from the pair A and B to L which is LAB. In other
words, an L-fuzzy relation is just an L-fuzzy set of pairs.
Deﬁnition 3.3.1. An L-fuzzy relation R is a function R:A B   L.
L-fuzzy relations are L-fuzzy sets and we can deﬁne the set-theoretic operators and
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properties on relations as well [25]. From Example 3.3.2, we deﬁne some of the prop-
erties, operators and give concrete examples of L-fuzzy relations.
Example 3.3.2. We will use the students' records illustration in L-fuzzy relations
from Section 2.3.2 to illustrate some of these properties and operations.
Mathematically, we can deﬁne L to be equal to {absolutely not interested (0), taken
but mostly uninterested (TI), not taken but mostly not interested (NI), Inter-
ested(I ), not taken but mostly interested (NI), taken but mostly interested (TI)
and absolutely interested (1)}.
1
NI
I
TI
NI TI
0
Figure 3.5: Lattice structure of students' responses
Let R represents the original L-fuzzy relation from Section 2.3.2 and Q be a new
L-fuzzy relation on the same lattice above.
R =



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 TI NI TI
S4 0 1 I TI
S3 NI TI 1 0
S2 0 NI NI 1
S5 TI 1 0 I



Q =



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 I TI NI
S4 NI 1 TI NI
S3 NI I 1 0
S2 0 TI NI TI
S5 TI TI 0 I



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3.3.2 Meet and Join of L-fuzzy Relations
We can take the meet or join of L-fuzzy relations having their membership values from
the same L. L-fuzzy relations are a special case of L-fuzzy sets deﬁned in Section 3.2.
They are L-fuzzy sets of pairs instead of L-fuzzy sets of arbitrary values. We have
already deﬁned meet and join of L-fuzzy sets. Here we give concrete example of meet
and join in L-fuzzy relations.
R AQS4, P.Sci = RS4, P.Sci ,QS4, P.Sci = 0 ,NI = 0
R AQS1,Geog = RS1,Geog ,QS1,Geog = NI , I = I.
R AQ  



1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I



A



1 I TI NI
NI 1 TI NI
NI I 1 0
0 TI NI TI
TI TI 0 I



 



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 I I TI
S4 0 1 TI I
S3 NI TI 1 0
S2 0 I NI TI
S5 TI TI 0 I



With respect to join of L-fuzzy relations, it is simply the join of the two degrees.
From the R @Q example,
R @QS4, P.Sci = RS4, P.Sci -QS4, P.Sci = 0 -NI = NI
R @QS1,Geog   RS1,Geog -QS1,Geog = NI - TI = 1.
R @Q  



1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I



@



1 I TI NI
NI 1 TI NI
NI I 1 0
0 TI NI TI
TI TI 0 I



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 



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 TI 1 NI
S4 NI 1 I 1
S3 NI I 1 0
S2 0 1 NI 1
S5 TI 1 0 I



3.3.3 Transposition, Composition and Residual
In this work, transposition, composition and residual are very important operations
in the semantics speciﬁcation of some of the component of LFSQL such as the com-
parison operators.
Converse or transposition of L-fuzzy relations are treated the same way we treat the
converse of classical relations. We exchange the pair of elements that form the rela-
tion. In matrix representation, we swap the source and the target of the relation.
Deﬁnition 3.3.3. If R  A  B   L is an L-fuzzy relation from A to B, then RT 
B A  L is a relation from B to A and deﬁned by AT y, x   Ax, y.
We compute the transpose of the L-fuzzy relation R below.
RT  



1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I



T
=



S1 S4 S3 S2 S5
P.Sci 1 0 NI 0 TI
Comp TI 1 TI NI 1
Geog NI I 1 NI 0
Maths TI TI 0 1 I



The composition for classical relations is the multiplication of the two relations in
the matrix form. In order to take the composition of relations, the rows of the ﬁrst
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relation must be equal to the columns of the second relation. We treat composition
of L-fuzzy relations the same way we treat the classical relations.
Deﬁnition 3.3.4. Given L-fuzzy relations T  A  B   L and S  B  C   L the
composition of T and S i.e T ;Sx, z   *
y>B
T x, y , Sy, z, for x > A and z > C.
The following properties also hold for composition and transposition of L-fuzzy re-
lations. Given L-fuzzy relations S  A   B,P  A   B,R  B   C,T  B   C and
U  C  D
(15) T ;ST = T T ;ST Commutativity of composition and transposition
(16) S; T ;U = S;T ;U Associativity of composition
(17) ST T = S Involution
(18) P b S and R b T = P ;R b S;T
We give an example of composition of relations below. We strip the source and the
target of the relations for simplicity.
R;RT  



1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I



;



1 0 NI 0 TI
TI 1 TI NI 1
NI I 1 NI 0
TI TI 0 1 I



 



1 TI NI I TI
TI 1 I TI 1
NI I 1 TI I
I 1 0 1 NI
TI 1 0 I 1



In the computation of R;RT , R;RT S1, S2 is computed as follows:
R;RT S1, S2 = 1 , 0 - TI , 1 - NI , I - TI , TI   TI
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Deﬁnition 3.3.5. Given L-fuzzy relations R  A   B, S  B   C, and T  A   C for
all a > A, b > B, c > C the left and the right residuals are deﬁned by
RT a, b   d
a>A
Ra, c  T a, b and T ~Sa, b   d
c>C
Sa, c  T b, c
respectively. The residuals can also be characterized by following equivalences:
R;X b T 
 X b RT and Y ;S b T 
 Y b T ~S
For more information on the residuals and the proofs of these properties, we refer the
reader to [29].
3.3.4 Least, Greatest and Identity Relations
Because of the deﬁnition of the least, greatest and identity relations, similar proper-
ties such as Properties (9) to (12) will also hold for L-fuzzy relation. If the L in the
L-fuzzy relation is a bounded lattice, then
Deﬁnition 3.3.6. Let A and B be two L-fuzzy sets. Then the least relation áAB
between A and B is deﬁned by áAB a, b   0 for all a > A and b > B.
The greatest relation ãAB between A and B is deﬁned by ãAB a, b   1 for all a > A
and b > B
Deﬁnition 3.3.7. Given an L-fuzzy relation Y  A  B, for all a > A, b > B,
IABa, b  
¢¨¨
¦¨
¤¨
1 iﬀ a   b
0 Otherwise
From the properties and operators in Deﬁnition 3.3.6 and Deﬁnition 3.3.7, we can
derive several additional properties such as those below. Their proofs can be found
in [25, 29]
Given P,Q  A  B and R,T  B   C
P ; IB   P and IB;T   T
P ;á á and á;T  á
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3.3.5 The Arrows and Alpha cut Operations
The up arrow (), down arrow () and α-cut are the operations we use to defuzzify
fuzzy or L-fuzzy relations to crisp relations. We use the α-cut to change the mem-
bership value of pair in an L-fuzzy relations greater or equal to the α to degree 1.
Those pairs with membership degree not greater or equal to α are set to degree 0.
The eﬀect of α-cut, which is Thold in LFSQL WHERE clause is to put additional
restriction on the condition.
Deﬁnition 3.3.8. Given an L-fuzzy relation R  A B   L, for all α > L, a > A and
b > B,α  cut on R i.e.
Rαa, b  
¢¨¨
¦¨
¤¨
1  Ra, b C α
0 Otherwise
The down arrow operation works like the α-cut. In other words, it can be considered
as special case of α-cut operation. The () sets all the L values less than 1 to 0 and
the up arrow () converts all L values greater than 0 to 1. The up arrow is the dual
of the down arrow operation. We give examples of these operations using the L-fuzzy
relation R below.
R  



1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I



RI  



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 1 1 0
S4 0 1 1 1
S3 1 0 1 0
S2 0 1 0 1
S5 1 1 0 1



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R  



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 0 0 0
S4 0 1 0 0
S3 0 0 1 0
S2 0 0 0 1
S5 0 1 0 0



R  



P.Sci Comp Geog Maths
S1 1 1 1 1
S4 0 1 1 1
S3 1 1 1 0
S2 0 1 1 1
S5 1 1 0 1



The elements of a lattice L can be identiﬁed with certain relations. For example, we
can do so through scalars. We can use a scalar relation which is a notion introduced
by Furusawa and Kawahara [15] to set L-relations to crisp relations.
Deﬁnition 3.3.9. A relation α  A  A is referred to as a scalar on A iﬀ α Z IA and
ãAA;α = α;ãAA.
Example 3.3.10. Let us assume that A is a set with 4 elements. Then a scalar α on
R is an L-fuzzy relation on A as in Figure 3.10 where x is an arbitrary element from
L.



x 0 0 0
0 x 0 0
0 0 x 0
0 0 0 x



Figure 3.6: A scalar relation on A where x is any L element
The α-cut can be computed using the other operations. If α is a scalar and there
exists an L-fuzzy relation R  A  B then (αR is the α-cut of R. We can view the
α-cut of R if the elements of α in L are known.
(αRa, b   1 
 α B Rx, y.
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We compute the α-cut of R the students' records relation based on the α scalar.
α  



TI 0 0 0 0
0 TI 0 0 0
0 0 TI 0 0
0 0 0 TI 0
0 0 0 0 TI



αR  






TI 0 0 0 0
0 TI 0 0 0
0 0 TI 0 0
0 0 0 TI 0
0 0 0 0 TI







1 TI NI TI
0 1 I TI
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
TI 1 0 I







αR  



1 1 NI TI
0 1 NI 1
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
1 1 0 NI



αR  



1 1 NI TI
0 1 NI 1
NI TI 1 0
0 NI NI 1
1 1 0 NI




 



1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0



3.4 Lattice-Ordered Semigroups
3.4.1 Lattice-Ordered Semigroup
In this section, we discuss the general means to deﬁne additional operations for the
logical connectors such as AND and OR. In fuzziness, t-norms and t-conorms are
the very essential function that help us to get additional operators instead of the max
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and the min for the logical connectors for L-fuzzy set and relations. A general way
to deﬁne these operations is through a complete lattice-ordered semigroup.
Deﬁnition 3.4.1. Let L be a complete bounded distributive lattice,  a binary
operator on L and e, z > L, then (L,, e, z) is a complete lattice-ordered semigroup
such that the following properties hold for all a, b, c > L.
a B b 
 a  c B b  c Monotonicity on 
a  b  c = a  b  c Associativity on 
e  a   a and
a  e   a ¦a > L Right and left neutral element on  is e
z  a   z and
a  z   z ¦a > L Right and left zero element on  is z
a  
i>I
bi = 
i>I
a  bi and

i>I
bi  a = 
i>I
bi  a Distributivity of 
Interestingly, if L= [0,1] and the complete lattice-ordered semigroup on L has 0 as the
neutral element and 1 as the zero element, then the operator is known as a t-conorm.
Dually iﬀ 1 is the neutral and 0 is the zero element, then the operator is called a
t-norm. Therefore, we deﬁne the following:
Deﬁnition 3.4.2. A binary operator  is a t-conorm like operator iﬀ it is an operator
in a complete lattice-ordered semigroup (L,,0,1).
Deﬁnition 3.4.3. A binary operator  is a t-norm like operator iﬀ it is an operator
in a complete lattice-ordered semigroup (L,,1,0).
More information on these operations and proofs of their properties can be found in
[29].
3.4.2 Meet, Join and Composition Based on 
In this subsection, we deﬁne meet, join and composition based on operation  on
L-fuzzy relations and give concrete examples of such deﬁnitions.
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Deﬁnition 3.4.4. Given L-fuzzy relations R,Q  A   B and S  B   C for all
a > A, b > B and c > C,
R A Qa, b = Ra, b Qa, b meet based on 
R; Sa, c = *
b>B
T a, b  Sb, c composition on 
Example 3.4.5. We continue to base this example also on the relations R and Q
from the students' records. Let us deﬁne the drastic sum 1 and drastic product 2
as follows:
a 1 b  
¢¨¨
¦¨¨
¨¨¤
a if b   1
b if a   1
0 otherwise
a 2 b  
¢¨¨
¦¨¨
¨¨¤
a if b   0
b if a   0
1 otherwise
Then we compute the following result in our example:
R A1 QS4, P.Sci = RS4, P.Sci 1 QS4, P.Sci = 0
R A2 QS1,Geog = RS1,Geog 2 QS1,Geog = 1
R @1 QS4, P.Sci = RS4, P.Sci 1 QS4, P.Sci = 0
R @2 QS5,Comp = RS5,Comp 2 QS5,Comp = 1
R;2RT S1, S2 = 1 2 0 - TI 2 1 - NI 2 I - TI 2 TI
= 0 - 1 - 1 - 1   1
3.5 Disjoint Union of Set
In crisp relational databases, an object (row) is made up of cross products of the
elements of the various sets or attributes. As a matter of fact, we view a crisp
relational database table as a cross product of the sets. In our L-fuzzy database, we
actually store a set as a value for an attribute. For example, storing $Young as a
value in the ﬁeld of Age in an L-fuzzy database is actually storing the L-fuzzy set
$Young in the Age ﬁeld.
The disjoint union of sets is deﬁned as A  B   1, a S a > A 8 2, b S b > B.
That is, it contains elements from both sets with the information from which set they
belong (the tags 1 and 2). If A and B are disjoint, then A8B is isomorphic to AB,
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which is essentially the same. We deﬁne ιa   1, a and κb   2, b as functions
from A and B respectively to A B. If you now consider those functions as crisp in
L-fuzzy relations, then they satisfy the properties of Lemma 3.5.1.
Lemma 3.5.1. Given L-fuzzy sets A and B, an object AB together with additional
two relations ι  A  A B and κ  B   A B then the following properties hold:
1. ι; ιT   IA
2. κ;κT   IB
3. ι;κT  áAB
4. ιT ; ι @ κT ;κ   IAB
We assume for simplicity, the sets involved in a disjoint union are always disjoint.
Therefore, the disjoint union becomes just a union. The injections map an element
from one of the two sets to itself in the union, i.e., ιa   a and κb   b. If D b E
and there is a function f  E   C, then we write f SD for the restriction of f to D
values only, i.e. f SD  D   C and f SDa   fa. Using the convention that both
sets in a disjoint union are disjoint, we have A b AB so that f SA is properly deﬁned
for every f  A B   C.
As we have mentioned earlier that a value to be stored in an L-fuzzy relational
database is an L-fuzzy set. Therefore, a table of a database with n rows and 3
attributes with domains A,B and C respectively, becomes a crisp function f  n  
LA  LB  LC where n is a set with n elements. Since we have that LA  LB  LC
is isomorphic to LABC , we can model the table alternatively by a crisp function
f   n   LABC . Finally, any crisp function of this type corresponds to exactly one
L-fuzzy relation R  n  AB C. Indeed, the relationship between f and R is given
by Rm,x   l 
 fmx   l.
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LFSQL and L-Fuzzy Databases
In this chapter, we deﬁne and discuss the L-fuzzy database and its formal language
LFSQL. This work is inspired by the works in [6, 7, 8, 28]. We will ﬁrst look at the
elements in the L-fuzzy databases. We will proceed to look at LFSQL syntax, the
grammar and conclude with the semantics of LFSQL.
4.1 L-Fuzzy Databases
This section discusses L-fuzzy database tables. It also covers the meta-knowledge
database that stores the lattice L, semigroup on L and membership function for
certain L-fuzzy sets. We continue the discussion to cover the nature of L-fuzzy data
we store in the tables. We preﬁxed linguistic labels with $ to help distinguish from
other values as was done in [6]. In the case of a function for L-fuzzy sets, we will
preﬁx with #.
4.1.1 Tables and Meta-Knowledge Base
As much have been said in Chapter 2 about regular relational databases, L-fuzzy
databases also consist of tables which are made up of columns and rows. The basic
rules in regular relational databases also apply to L-fuzzy databases. For example, a
table name should be unique as well as the attribute names in a table. An attribute
has a domain which determines the set of speciﬁc kinds of values to be stored in it.
Attributes of L-fuzzy databases allow L-fuzzy data to be stored in them. The domain
on these L-fuzzy sets can be linearly ordered or partially ordered
The L-fuzzy databases also contain a meta-knowledge base which stores the operations
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such as t-norm and t-conorm like operations, linguistic labels and lattice L. Linguistic
labels are commonly used imprecise expressions such as old and young that we extend
to derive an L-fuzzy set. In the meta-knowledge base of the L-fuzzy database, we can
explicitly list the L-fuzzy set such as $Young = {1/15yrs,. . . , 1/2yrs5, γ/26yrs, . . . ,
γ/29yrs, α/30yrs, . . . , α/39yrs, 0/40yrs, . . . }. The meta database stores a function
f . In LFSQL we refer to such a function by (#f). We can deﬁne a membership
function for $Young as:
$Youngx  
¢¨¨
¨¨¨¨
¨¨
¦¨
¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨
¤
1 iﬀ x B 25yrs ,
γ iﬀ 25yrs @ x B 29yrs ;
α iﬀ 29yrs @ x B 39yrs ;
0 otherwise
One important notion is that each domain allows a set of binary comparison operators
to be used on them. An ordered domain allows equalities and inequalities comparators
whilst unordered domain allows at least equality comparators. For example, in an
ordered domain, we can use "C" on values a and b as a C b iﬀ a A b or a   b. Some
domains also allow approximate equality (). The approximate equality returns the
degree to which two values are almost equal or diﬀer from each other which is an
L-fuzzy relation. We have to note that the approximate equality cannot be transitive
but must be reﬂexive and symmetric i.e., a  a   1 and a  b   b  a respectively [9].
4.1.2 L-Fuzzy Data
Generally, all data in the L-fuzzy database are L-fuzzy sets in nature. In other words,
every entry in an L-fuzzy database table is an L-fuzzy set. We consider crisp values
as a special case of L-fuzzy set. In other words, it is a fuzzy set with only one value
in it. A crisp value is modeled by having the degree of the corresponding fuzzy value
set to 1 and the rest set to 0. If we write a value such as 18 for age in an L-fuzzy
database, the 18 is a short hand of {1/18}. Generally speaking, if we write a set
such as {5,20,24} as a value, we really mean that all the elements have degree 1, i.e.
{1/5,1/20,1/24}.
We can store linguistic labels directly or explicitly in L-fuzzy database attributes. For
example we can store $Young or $Old or $Very_Old in the Age ﬁeld of L-fuzzy
database. These labels are just a name referencing an L-fuzzy set already stored
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in the meta-knowledge base. We can also deﬁne a new L-fuzzy set as a subset of
a predeﬁned L-fuzzy set in the meta-knowledge base. Conversely, we can combine
several predeﬁned fuzzy sets to form a new L-fuzzy set.
Another possible way to obtain a new L-fuzzy set is by computing the lower and
the upper bounds of an already existing L-fuzzy set. Let us assume that s is an
L-fuzzy set, then lbds and ubds represents the lower bound and upper bounds
of s respectively. We compute the lower and the upper bounds on ordered domains.
For example, in Figure 4.1, we have used L=[0..1] and obtained $Young from $Old
using the lower bound operation, which is $Young=lbd($Old). Similarly, we have
$Very_Old=ubd($Old). We can also modify the lower and upper bounds compu-
tation by using the t-norm and the t-conorm like operations such as lbd, s and
ubd, s respectively.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1
$Young $Old $Very OldL
yrs
Figure 4.1: Age as a fuzzy set
We can also obtain a new set through approximate equality as discussed in Section
4.1.1. The approximate equality operations serve as a means to strengthening or
loosening the notation given by the set. We use extremely, s and very, s to
denote the strengthening modiﬁers on s. On the other hand, more_or_less, s and
roughly, s are also used as loosening modiﬁers on s. For example, in $Young,
we might consider two individual with ages diﬀer by 2 months as extremely equal or
those diﬀer by 6 months as very equal and so on.
4.2 LFSQL
In this section, we discuss the formal language LFSQL and L-fuzzy databases. We
will focus our discussion on the create, insert, delete and the select statements only.
Others like the update can be done using those arrow operations. We will start by
looking into some of the basic elements that forms these LFSQL statements. In our
discussion of some of these elements, we will provide part of the grammar which
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relates to them to aid the reader's understanding. We will use Extended Backus
Naur Form (EBNF) grammar as a formal notation to describe the LFSQL. Following
the symbols and their interpretations in the EBNF, we use angle brackets (< >) to
enclose expression and square bracket ([ ]) for optional. We also use curly brackets
({}) for repetition and vertical bar or stroke (|) as alternative. The expressions are at
the left hand side whilst their interpretation are on the right hand side of the symbol
(::=). Those names which are not in the angle brackets are the terminals. More
information on EBNF can be found in [24]. For the full grammar, we refer the reader
to Section 4.3. This LFSQL language is inspired by the works in [6, 7, 8, 28].
4.2.1 Elements in LFSQL
We discuss some of the basic elements that form the language LFSQL.
L-Fuzzy Comparators
Comparators are used in the WHERE clause to compare an L-fuzzy value with
an attribute or to compare attributes of the same kind. The comparators used in
LFSQL are possibility and necessity comparators. We follow the same notation in
[6]. In LFSQL, as we know from Subsection 3.4.3, we can store L-fuzzy sets as a
value in a ﬁeld. Now to compare in LFSQL, we extend from comparing elements in
a set to comparing L-fuzzy sets. Let us denote the letter "C" to represent a binary
comparator. We assume that a comparison in LFSQL is syntactically correct if the
attribute and the value or the other attribute are of the same kind.
Possibility (Fuzzy) Comparators (FC) are less restrictive, they use general features to
compare elements [6]. In fact they select more tuples than the necessity comparators.
Mathematically, the possibility comparators use composition discussed in Subsection
3.3.3 to operate. An LFSQL query which makes use of the possibility comparator in
the WHERE clause seeks to select tuples with least satisfaction to the condition.
For example, let us assume that $Heavy = {0/45kg,..,0/64kg, β/65kg,.., β/70kg,
δ/71kg, ..,δ/80kg, 1/81kg,..} and we don't know the weight of Eric. We are certain
that he will be 69kg, 70kg or 71kg. If we want to compare using FC whether Eric's
weight is $Heavy with degree δ, the response will be true. Despite that 69kg and
70kg do not satisfy the condition, 71kg provides the needed least satisfaction to the
condition. Some of the examples of the FC are Fuzzy equal (F= or FEQ), Fuzzy
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less or equal(FB or FLEQ) and Fuzzy Greater Than (F> or FGT)
Necessity (Fuzzy) Comparators (NFC) on the other hand are more restrictive. They
select tuples that satisfy the condition fully. A positive result from a condition with
the NFC means that all the speciﬁed features are satisﬁed fully. Due to the nature of
NFC, it selects less tuples as compared to FC when used in LFSQL select statement.
Mathematically, the Necessity comparators use a residual discussed in Subsection
3.3.3 to operate. In the case of Eric's weight as an example in the FC paragraph, if
we use the NFC instead of FC the result will be false. The weights 69kg and 70kg do
not have the degree δ as is required by the condition. An example of NFC is Necessity
Fuzzy equal (NF= or NFEQ). More examples of the comparators can be found in
[6].
Below is the part of the LFSQL grammar which represents L-fuzzy comparators.
<F_comparator> ::= <F_equal> | <NF_equal>
| <F_different > | <NF_different>
| <F_GreaterThan>
| <NF_GreaterThan>
| <F_GreatThanOrEqual>
| <NF_GreatThanOrEqual>
| <F_LessThan>| <NF_LessThan>
| <F_LessThanOrEqual>
| <NF_LessThanOrEqual>
<F_equal> ::= FEQ | F=
<NF_equal> ::= NFEQ | NF=
<F_different > ::= FDIF | F!= | F<>
<NF_different > ::= NFDIF | NF!= | NF<>
<F_GreaterThan> ::= FGT | F>
<NF_GreaterThan> ::= NFGT | NF>
<F_GreatThanOrEqual> ::= FGEQ | F>=
<NF_GreatThanOrEqual> ::= NFGEQ | NF>=
<F_LessThan> ::= FLT | F<
<NF_LessThan> ::= NFLT | NF<
<F_LessThan OrEqual> ::= FLEQ | F<=
<NF_LessThan OrEqual> ::= NFLEQ | NF<=
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L-Fuzzy Threshold
The threshold (THOLD), as we have mentioned earlier in this work, is the α-cut
which puts additional restriction on the condition. It represents the degree to which
a condition needs to be satisﬁed. The THOLD comes with its degree. For example,
in the condition
Height F> $Tall THOLD α,
α is the thold degree posing restriction on the condition. The fulﬁllment threshold
is optional in LFSQL. In other words, we can write an LFSQL condition without a
restriction from the fulﬁllment threshold if we don't add it.
L-Fuzzy Logical Connectors
The logical connectors are used to connect conditions in LFSQL queries. We will use
them to form multiple conditions in the WHERE clause as was done in FSQL [6].
Similarly to the crisp and fuzzy relational database logical connectors, we use AND
andOR which represent meet and join operators of the lattice L respectively. Instead
of using by default the meet and join operations for AND and OR respectively, we
can specify t-norm like and t-conorm like operators such as AND(*) and OR(*).
We obtained these t-conorm and t-norn like operators from lattice-ordered semigroups
discussed in Section 3.4. When two conditions are connected by a logical connector,
both conditions are executed before the logical connector is applied to the two results.
For example in the statement
Height FGT $Very_Tall THOLD γ AND(*) Weight NFLEQ $Heavy Thold
β,
the conditions for height and weight will be executed ﬁrst, then the * operation is
used on the results from the two conditions.
4.2.2 LFSQL Statements
In this subsection, we now consider discussing the LFSQL SELECT, DELETE,
INSERT and CREATE statements which are formed from the elements discussed
so far in this section.
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CREATE Statement
The CREATE statement is used to create a new empty table from the attributes
speciﬁed in the statement. It contains the table name, the set of attributes names
and the domains of the attributes. The syntax for a CREATE statement is:
CREATE TABLE T A1 D1,A2 D2, ......,An Dn;
where T is the table name, A1,A2, ....,An are the attributes names and D1,D2, .....,Dn
are the corresponding domains of the attributes. For the CREATE statement to be
syntactically correct, the table name must be unique in the database. In addition,
attributes names should be unique in their local table and there has to be a domain
for each attribute.
The grammar giving a pictorial view of the LFSQL CREATE statement is
<Create> ::= CREATE table_name "("<field>
[{"," <field> }]")" ";"
<field> ::= attribute <data_type>
<data_type> ::= INTEGER | DOUBLE | STRING | CHAR | BOOL
INSERT Statement
The INSERT statement is used to add new tuples to the existing table. We state the
table to insert into, the attributes in the table and the L-fuzzy values. Syntactically
an LFSQL INSERT query will be:
INSERT INTO T A1,A2, ....,An VALUES (V1, V2, .....Vn;
where T is the table to insert the new tuples into, A1,A2, .....,An are the attributes
in the table T . The V1, V2, .....Vn on the other hand are the L-fuzzy values from the
domain D1,D2, ....,Dn corresponding to the attributes A1,A2, ....,An. As we already
know, we can explicitly insert L-fuzzy values directly into the table. The INSERT
statement is syntactically correct if the values are in the domain of their corresponding
attributes.
The SELECT Statement
The SELECT statement is used to retrieve tuples that satisfy a given condition.
In other words, we use it to create new table from existing tables based on a given
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condition. It is made up of the project part i.e. SELECT clause, the FROM clause
and the condition part which is the WHERE clause. Syntactically, an LFSQL
SELECT statement will be:
SELECT A1,A2, ....,An FROM T1, T2, ...Tn
WHERE Y LFC Y

Thold L;.
The A1,A2, ....,An represent the attributes, T1, T2, ...Tn represent the tables and Y,Y

represent attributes of the same kind or an attribute and an L-fuzzy value. Lastly
LFC on the other hand represents one of the L-fuzzy comparators discussed in this
section.
The SELECT clause or project part determines the tuples to be selected if a given
condition is satisﬁed. We list the attributes from which we project the resulting
tuples. An example will be:
SELECT Id, Height, Weight, ....
The FROM clause works similarly to the classical relational database. We state the
table or tables we want to select the tuples from.
The WHERE clause is the most complex structure as compared to the SELECT
and the FROM clauses of a query. A simple WHERE clause contains attributes
or an attribute and an L-fuzzy value to be compared by an L-fuzzy comparator.
There can also optionally be a THOLD with its degree as well. The WHERE
clause is considered to be syntactically correct if the comparing attributes and the
L-fuzzy comparator are of the same domain. Due to the logical connectors discussed
in this section, theWHERE clause accommodates multiple conditions. An example
of WHERE clause could be:
WHERE Height NF> $Very_Tall THOLD β
AND(*) Weight FLEQ $Heavy;
Below is a part of LFSQL grammar providing overview of the WHERE clause.
<where_clause>::= WHERE <F_condition_Form>
<F_condition_Form> ::= <F_condition>
[{<L_operator> <F_condition>}]
<F_condition> ::= <compare_value> <F_comparator>
<compare_value> [<threshold>]
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DELETE Statement
The DELETE statement is used to remove some tuples which satisfy the given
condition in the WHERE clause. Syntactically, a simple DELETE statement will
be:
DELETE FROM T WHERE Y LFC Y  Thold L;
To delete all the tuples from a table, we drop the WHERE clause in the DELETE
statement. The DELETE statement is syntactically correct if the table in the query
exists.
Example 4.2.1. Let us consider creating a single table in an L-fuzzy database to
store records of basketball players. We will use LFSQL statements discussed above
to interact with the table. In other words, we will use LFSQL SELECT, DELETE,
INSERT and CREATE statements to demonstrate what we have discussed so far.
In this example, we will use the lattice structure from Figure 3.4 repeated below for
easy understanding of the reader.
Let us assume that L-fuzzy sets $Tall and $Heavy based on Figure 3.4 are stored
in the meta-knowledge base. $Tall and $Heavy are measured in feet and kilogram
respectively.
$Tall ={0/5.0, .., 0/5.4, α/5.5 ...., α/5.9, γ/6.0, .., γ/6.4, 1/6.5,....}
$Heavy = {0/45, .., 0/64, β/65, .., β/70, δ/71, .., δ/80, 1/81, ....}
1
γ δ
α β
0
We create the table Players to store records of basketball players by the LFSQLCRE-
ATE statement. We want to store data on a player's unique number (Player_Id),
the name of the player (Name) and years for his contract(Contract). We will con-
sider these attributes to hold crisp values. We also want to store the player's height
(Height) and the weight (Weight) as at signing of the contract. We will assume that
Height and Weight attributes take an L-fuzzy values.
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CREATE TABLE Players (Player_Id String, Name String, Height Float, Weight
Float, Contract Int);
From theCREATE statement, we can see that the table name is Players. In addition,
every attribute comes with a domain. To be more precise Contract has an integer
domain, Player_Id and Name have string and both Height and Weight have ﬂoat
domain. Table 4.1 is the resulting table from the CREATE statement. The table
is empty after the CREATE statement. The attributes speciﬁed in the statement
have formed the headings for the columns.
Player_Id Name Height(ft) Weight (kg) Contract(yr)
Table 4.1: The resulting table from the CREATE query
We populate the Players' table with 5 records using the INSERT statement. We will
only write the INSERT statement of the ﬁrst record in this paper. The INSERT
statements for the remaining records in Table 4.2 follow similarly INSERT statement
as the ﬁrst one. The INSERT statement will be:
INSERT INTO Players (Player_Id, Name, Height, Weight, Contract) VALUES
(P10, Kelly, $Tall, 75, 5);
In the INSERT statement, we speciﬁed the table name which is Players, the at-
tributes and their corresponding values. Table 4.2 is the resulting table of the IN-
SERT queries. As we have discussed earlier on in this section, we have been able to
insert L-fuzzy values $Tall and $Heavy in the table. We can also observe that the
table has been able to accommodate an explicitly list L-fuzzy set in a cell which is
{5.5,6}. Again, the values such as Kelly, Thomas, 75 and 5.2 are abbreviations of the
L-fuzzy sets in which the corresponding value has degree 1 and all other values have
degree 0.
Player_Id Name Height(ft) Weight (kg) Contract(yrs)
P10 Kelly $Tall 75 5
P08 Thomas 5.2 $Heavy 2
P02 John {5.5,6} 79 4
Table 4.2: Resulting table of INSERT statement
The next statement is to retrieve some records from Table 4.2. using the SELECT
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statement. We speciﬁed Player Id, Name, Height and Weight as the attributes to
form the resulting table if the given condition is satisﬁed. We are selecting from the
Players table. In theWHERE clause, we want to restrict and pick only players who
are fuzzy equal to $Tall with degree γ and also necessary less or equal to $Heavy
with minimum degree δ. We used the SELECT query:
SELECT Player_Id, Name, Height, Weight FROM Players WHERE Height F=
$Tall THOLD γ AND Weight NFB $Heavy THOLD δ;
Table 4.3 is the resulting table for the SELECT query. We can observe that contract
is not part of the resulting table because we did not state it at the SELECT clause.
If we consider the records in Table 4.3, Kelly's height, $Tall has a degree 1 and his
weight 75 has a degree δ in the L-fuzzy set $Heavy. Both degrees make Kelly satisfy
the given conditions in the WHERE clause, therefore the row containing Kelly is
selected. In the case of John, his height value 5.5 has a degree α which is not up to
the threshold γ. However since we are using a possibility comparator and his other
height value 6 has degree γ, he qualiﬁes to be part of the resulting table. Thomas
on the other hand does not satisfy both conditions so he has been excluded from the
resulting table.
Player_Id Name Height(ft) Weight (kg)
P10 Kelly $Tall 75
P02 John {5.5,6} 79
Table 4.3: Resulting table from the select query
In the DELETE statement below, we want to delete the records with weight fuzzy
greater or equal to $Heavy from Table 4.2. From the DELETE statement, we want
to delete only those satisfying the condition with a degree of 1. Due to this we have
omitted both the threshold and its degree. The DELETE statement will be:
DELETE FROM Player WHERE Weight FC $Heavy δ;
The resulting table from the DELETE statement is Table 4.4. The interpretation
of the condition in the WHERE clause follows the same process explained in the
SELECT statement of this subsection. It is only Thomas who satisﬁes the given
condition and his record did not appear in Table 4.4.
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Player_Id Name Height(ft) Weight (kg) Contract
P10 Kelly $Tall 75 7
P02 John {5.5,6} 79 5
Table 4.4: Resulting table of insert statement
4.3 The Grammar for LFSQL
In this section, we basically provide the full grammar including some part that we
have not introduced in our discussions so far.
LFSQL STATEMENT
<LFSqlStatement> ::= <Create> | <Insert> | <Select> | <Delete>
Create statement grammar
<Create> ::= CREATE table_name "("<field>
[{"," <field> }]")" ";"
<field> ::= attribute <data_type>
<data_type> ::= INTEGER | DOUBLE | STRING | CHAR
Insert statement grammar
<Insert> ::= INSERT INTO <table_name> VALUES "("<fuzzy_value>
[{"," <fuzzy_value>}]")" ";"
<fuzzy_value> ::= <$ label> | <explicit_value>
<explicit_value>::= { <degree>"/"<valu>
[, <degree>"/"<value> ]}
<degree> :: = lattice
<value> :: = integer | float | string | char
Select statement grammar
<Select> ::= SELECT <select list> <from_clause>
[<where_clause>];
<select_sublist> ::= <attribute> [{"," <attribute>}]
|<qualified_Attributes>
[{"," <qualified_Attributes>}]
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<qualified_attribute> ::= table_name.attribute
<from_clause> ::= FROM <table_clause>
<table_clause>::= table_name [{,table_name [aliase_name]}]
<where_clause>::= WHERE <F_condition_Form>
<F_condition_Form> ::= <F_condition>
[{<L_operator> <F_condition>}]
<F_condition> ::= <compare_value> <F_comparator>
<compare_value> [<threshold>]
<compare_value>::= <fuzzy_value>|<qualified_attribute>
| attribute
<threshold> ::= THOLD <degree>
<degree>::= lattice_value
<L_operator> ::= AND | OR
<F_comparator> ::= <F_equal> | <NF_equal>
| <F_different > | <NF_different>
| <F_GreaterThan>
| <NF_GreaterThan>
| <F_GreatThanOrEqual>
| <NF_GreatThanOrEqual>
| <F_LessThan>| <NF_LessThan>
| <F_LessThanOrEqual>
| <NF_LessThanOrEqual>
<F_equal> ::= FEQ | F=
<NF_equal> ::= NFEQ | NF=
<F_different > ::= FDIF | F!= | F<>
<NF_different > ::= NFDIF | NF!= | NF<>
<F_GreaterThan> ::= FGT | F>
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<NF_GreaterThan> ::= NFGT | NF>
<F_GreatThanOrEqual> ::= FGEQ | F>=
<NF_GreatThanOrEqual> ::= NFGEQ | NF>=
<F_LessThan> ::= FLT | F<
<NF_LessThan> ::= NFLT | NF<
<F_LessThan OrEqual> ::= FLEQ | F<=
<NF_LessThan OrEqual> ::= NFLEQ | NF<=
Delete statement grammar
<Delete> ::= DELETE FROM table_name [<where_clause>];
4.4 The Semantics of the LFSQL
This section contains the semantics underlying LFSQL. We will use J K and I to mean
semantics and interpretation respectively. We make the following assumptions to help
us deﬁning the semantics of LFSQL.
1 If D is an ordered, then B is a crisp relation on D.
2 If the domain D has an approximate equality, then  is an L-fuzzy relation on
D.
In order to model the part of the meta-knowledge base that stores predeﬁned L-fuzzy
sets, we use a function σs that maps names or linguistic entities to L-fuzzy sets. That
is, σs$m D   L where $m is the name of an L-fuzzy subset of the domain D.
4.4.1 The Semantics of L-fuzzy sets
As we can recall from the Section 4.1.2 all data in an L-fuzzy database are L-fuzzy
sets and every L-fuzzy set has a domain. We provide the semantics of L-fuzzy sets in
this subsection.
If m denotes an L-fuzzy subset of D, then the semantics of m is an L-fuzzy subset,
which is JmKσs D   L. Depending on m the semantics is deﬁned as follows:
The semantics of the term $m for a name m is simply the set that has been
stored in the meta database for m. That is
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J$mKσs   σs$m.
In the case of explicitly listing the elements of m together with their degree of
membership, we can easily generate the corresponding L-fuzzy subset in D   L.
Below is the semantic representing such a situation.
Jl1~d1, ......, ln~dnKσsd  
¢¨¨
¨¨¨¨
¨¨
¦¨
¨¨¨¨
¨¨¨
¤
l1 iﬀ d   d1
l2 iﬀ d   d2
 
0 otherwise
If m is given by an implemented membership function stored in the meta-
knowledge base, then the semantics of the function #f will be f . That is
J#fKσs   f .
For the semantics of the approximate equalities, we give the semantics compo-
nent wise. For example, the semantics of very approximately equal to m will
be the residual of the semantics of m and the approximate equality of similar
elements in m from the domain D . In other words, we take the meet of all the
relative psuedo-complements of d and d

and the semantics of m. Below is such
a representation.
J very ,mKσsd =
d
d>D
d  d  JmKσsd.
In the case of extremely approximately equal to m, we take the residual oper-
ation again on the results of semantics of the very approximately equal to m
above and the interpretation of the approximately equal of elements from D.
We can view the semantics as
J extremely ,mKσsd =
d
d>D
d  d  Jvery ,mKσsd
=
d
d>D
d  d   d
d>D
d  d  JmKσsd.
For the semantics of more_or_less approximately equal to m, we rather used
the composition to give their semantics. That is, the semantics of more_or_less
approximately equal to m is the join of all the degrees from the meet of any
value belonging to m and approximately equal in m. We can view the semantics
as
J more_or_less ,mKσsd = *
d>D
JmKσsd A d  d.
Similarly to extremely approximately equal to m, the semantics of roughly ap-
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proximately equal tom is achieved by compose again the results from more_or_less
approximately equal to m. We can view it as
J roughly ,mKσsd = *
d>D
J more_or_less ,mKσsd A d  d
= *
d ,d>D
JmKσsd A d  d A d  d
For the semantics of the lower bounds i.e. lbdm, we take the residual of the
semantics of m and the smaller or equal of the elements in the domain D. Below
is the semantics of the lower bonds.
JlbdmKσsd =
d
d>D
JmKσsd  d B d.
In the case of upper bounds, we take the residual of the semantics of m and the
smaller or equal of the elements in the domain D as was done in semantics of
lower bounds. The only diﬀerence here is we have d

B d which is contrary to
the semantics of lower bounds. Below is the semantics of the upper bounds.
JubdmKσsd =
d
d>D
JmKσsd  d B d.
The semantics of Tables
In reference to Chapter 3, and especially Section 3.5., we can deﬁne the semantics of
a table R with n rows and A1,A2, . . . ,An attributes as an L-fuzzy relation:
R  n D1 D2        Dm where Dj is domain of Aj
Let us denote σt as a function used to map the table names to the actual object in
the database. This implies that:
σtR  n D1 D2        Dm
provided R is the name of the table as described above.
To insert into a table, we are changing the table. This can be viewed as an update.
For example, to put V for Y in table R results R if Y = V else is σtY . Mathematical
representation of this example is:
σt X~RY   
¢¨¨
¦¨
¤¨
R X   Y
σtY  otherwise
To compare attributes, we select the corresponding rows and columns and compare
them. In order to obtain the value at certain attribute Aj from the i-th row of a
table R, we use the injection from Dj into the D1  ... Dm. That is we take the
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table, obtain the ith row, take the part in jth column and pick the value there. The
semantics of such a process is:
JR.AjKσs, σti = σtRiSDj.
The Semantics L-Fuzzy Comparators
The necessity and the possibility comparators use residual and composition respec-
tively. The comparison of lattice values is achieved by taking the two values from
the same domain which is either ordered or unordered domain. We then take the
meet of their membership values and then compute the union of all the outcomes
of the meets. The semantics of comparing two values S and S

using the possibility
comparator FC is:
JSFCS Kσs, σt = *
d,d>D
JSKσs, σtd A FCd, d A JS Kσs, σtd.
In the case of necessity comparators, we follow similar process as the possibility
comparators discussed above. The only diﬀerence is we use the implication or relative
pseudo-complement instead of meet, we then take the meet of all the outcomes from
the relative pseudo-complement of the membership degrees involved. The semantics
of comparing two values S and S

using the necessity comparator NFC is:
JSNFCS Kσs, σt =
d
d,d>D
JSKσs, σtd  NFCd, d A JS Kσs, σtd
The Semantics Threshold and Logical Comparators
The semantics of a threshold is deﬁned by an α-cut as described in Section 4.2.1 and
visualized in Example 3.3.10. Let us assume that Con represents an L-fuzzy condi-
tion, then:
JCon THOLD lKσs, σt  
¢¨¨
¦¨
¤¨
1  l B JConKσs, σt
0 otherwise.
Notice that the semantics above can also be computed by using scalar relations and
the arrow operations as demonstrated in the Chapter 2.
In the case of one of the two logical connectives AND and OR, we use meet and
join respectively as we have discussed in Section 4.2.1. If a t-norm or t-conorm like
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operator is used in the logical connectives, then we use , or - respectively instead
of , or -.
4.4.2 The Semantics of LFSQL Statements
In this section, we are now going to provide the semantics of the basic LFSQL state-
ments. We will use the elements and semantics as deﬁned above in this section to
give the semantics of these LFSQL statements.
The Semantics of the Create Statement.
We can recall that the CREATE statement creates an empty table with the at-
tributes speciﬁed in the statement. The empty table has no rows. Seen as a relation,
it is the unique relation with the empty set as source. Because of the correspondence
between sets of pairs and relations, we denote this relation simply by g. We deﬁne
the semantics of a CREATE statement as
J CREATE TABLE T A1 D1, ........,An DnKσs, σt = g
The Semantics of the Insert Statement
An INSERT statement adds one new row to those in the table. All rows that have
already been in the table remain unchanged. Insert is the union of the already inserted
rows and a new row. We deﬁne the semantics of an INSERT statement as
J INSERT INTO T VALUESv1, .., vkKσs, σtid
=
¢¨¨
¦¨
¤¨
JT Kσs, σtid  i B n
JvjKσsd  i   n  1 and d >Dj
The Semantics of the Select Statement
Let M be a subset of the indices 1 to n i.e., M b 1, ..., n so that theWHERE
clause W is satisﬁed. In other words, j > M iﬀ JT Kσs, σtj x 0. The semantics
of selecting from table T is basically picking all the rows restricted to M . In other
words, we select all rows that return true for theWHERE condition. The semantics
of a SELECT statement is simply
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J Select A1, ....An FROM T WHERE Con THOLD l Kσs, σt
=JT Kσs, σtSm
The Semantics of Delete Statement
The DELETE statement is just splitting a table into two and retaining those that
do not satisfy the given condition. Similar to select, the semantics of deleting from T
is to select all the rows restricted to M stated above and remove them. To be more
precise, we select those rows which satisfy the condition and drop them. We deﬁne:
J DELETE FROM T WHERE Con THOLD l Kσs, σt =JT Kσs, σtSm
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The Implementation For LFSQL and
L-Fuzzy Databases
In this chapter we will discuss the underlying implementations of the LFSQL. We will
ﬁrst of all talk about the programming language used namely Haskell [12, 19, 22, 27].
We will focus the discussion of the language on the Parsec library [13, 16] used in the
implementation of LFSQL. We will continue to talk about what the main functions
in the implementations are. This chapter will also contain the discussions on what
the datatypes in the implementation are representing LFSQL.
5.1 The Haskell and the Parsec Library
Haskell is a functional programming language which sees programming as functions
that accept inputs and produce outputs [19, 27]. Due to its pure functional pro-
gramming nature, it is easy to produce robust and sophisticated programs using very
simple code. Haskell is a strongly typed language. In other words, a data used in
Haskell must correspond to its appropriate type. Haskell also uses the lazy evaluation
technique. It passes all inputs without evaluating them right away. It starts evaluat-
ing them only when they are needed in the execution process. We used Haskell for
this work because of its coding simpliﬁcation and strong type system. In addition,
there are certain libraries that are available for Haskell that were very suitable for
our implementation.
One of the libraries important to our work is the parser combinator library Parsec. It
provides some small parsing functions and operators to construct more sophisticated
parsers [22]. It has a lot of modules such as ParsecCombinator, ParsecExpr and
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ParsecToken. To parse a structured input such as LFSQL statements, the input is
divided into meaningful items called tokens. Based on the given description of the
tokens in the parser, the analyzer scans the given statements, identiﬁes these tokens
and establishes relations between the tokens [17] . Parsec handles both parsing and
lexical analysis [22]. Some useful beneﬁts of Parsec are the alternative function (<|>),
the look ahead ability, and a way to customize your own error messages. Parsec is
well documented with references which makes it easy to understand and use [16].
The parser function in the Parsec library is what we use to execute the parsers. We
supply the parser function with the parser, the input and name of the input for error
reporting [16]. The parser function reports either a successful parsing or an error
message if the parsing fails.
The module ParsecCombinator in the Parsec library is a fast combinator. In other
words, a fast predictive parser. Some of the combinators in the library are poly-
morphic parsers e.g. many, many1, skipMany, and so on. In the Parsec combinator
module, we can combine simple functions to develop an advanced parser. These sim-
ple functions and parsers in the ParseCombinator module were combined to build
this LFSQL parser.
Parsec has a standard module called ParsecExpr which provides a simple but ad-
vanced way of handling expressions. It is an extension which helps to parse ex-
pression grammars [16]. The buildExpressionParser function takes the basic ex-
pression, the operators table as arguments and returns the desired output. The
buildExpressionParser is very essential in the developing of the WHERE clause
of the LFSQL parser. Using buildExpressionParser, it is easy to specify whether
an operator is an inﬁx, a postﬁx or a preﬁx as well as the associativity of the inﬁx
whether is left or right associative. One can also set the precedence speciﬁcation on
the operators. In other words, which operator is to be executes ﬁrst in an expression
[16].
For example, in the LFSQL parser, we use the logical connectors OR and AND
to combine two or more basic conditions in the WHERE clause. We used the
buildExpressionParser to handle theWHERE clause involving logical connectors.
We provide explanation in Section 5.3 on how we used the buildExpressionParser
to build and parse compound conditions in the LFSQL WHERE clause.
The ParsecToken module extension in the Parsec helps us to deal with other token
such as comments, parenthesis and comma. The makeTokenParser in the ParsecToken
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accepts the features of the language as an input and it returns a set of lexical parsers.
We used it to obtain tokens such as parenthesis, dot, comma and whitespace to de-
velop the LFSQL parser.
The ParsecLanguage module is used to deﬁne a common language. It gives the ﬂex-
ibility of specifying the features of your own language. With this module, you can
state some features such as comment, identiﬁer, reserved words, etc. In the LFSQL
parser, we use this function to deﬁne the reserved words, identiﬁers, comments, re-
served operation names, case sensitivity, and others.
The Control.Applicative and Control.Monad modules provides us with some use-
ful wrapping and binding functions. These functions make it easy and simple to build
sophisticated parsers. We used most of these functions to develop the LFSQL parser.
The applicative functor (<*>) unwraps both sides, performs the needed operations
and wraps the results again. The functor (*>) unwraps both sides, discards the left
side and returns the right side as the result of the operation. The (<*) does the
opposite of (*>).
For example, in the LFSQL delete parser, we made use of these applicative functors
as we can see from the code.
p\_Delete = Delete <\$> (pReserved "DELETE" *> pReserved "FROM"
*> p\_TableId) <*> optionMaybe (pReserved "WHERE"
*> p\_FConditions)
To parse the WHERE part of the code, the system will unwrap both the WHERE and
the p_FConditions, discard the WHERE and return the right which is p_FConditions.
The same process will occur in the case of the DELETE and the FROM part in the
bracket. In the case of <*> it will unwrap the result from (pReserved "DELETE"
*> pReserved "FROM" *> p_TableId) and optionMaybe (pReserved "WHERE" *>
p_FConditions) and combine the two together. Lastly, the <$> will unwrap the ﬁnal
results from the FROM and the WHERE operations, combine with the constructor Delete
and wrap all together as the results from parsing a DELETE statement.
5.2 The Datatypes in the Implementation
There are several datatypes used by the LFSQL parser. These datatypes hold the
various units which form the LFSQL language. In other words, these datatypes hold
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the return values from the various functions in the LFSQL parser. In Haskell, we
deﬁne a new datatype by stating the name of the datatype after the word data. It is
then followed by the equal sign, the name of the constructor and the various existing
datatype(s) from which we are building this new datatype [27]. In this subsection,
we discuss the various datatypes which hold the internal representation of the various
LFSQL statements. We will also provide some of the codes for datatypes in this
section to aid the reader's understanding.
In parsing LFSQL, we build higher and more complex datatypes from simple and
basic ones. The Degree datatype contains the lattice value from the given lattice L.
It carries the various signature of the equal or the order classes if they are equal or
ordered lattice respectively.
Similarly, the Value datatype holds the actual value from the given domain. It holds
an integer, a ﬂoat, a char or a string. The ExplicitValue datatype also holds the
explicitly listed fuzzy set. In other words, its holds the list of pairs of degree and
the actual value. It was built from both Degree and Value datatypes stated. The
FuzzValue datatype is made up of ExplicitValue and Labels. It holds an explicit
fuzzy value or a string which is just a label for fuzzy set.
The AttributeId datatype holds the string which represents the name of an at-
tributes. The TableId also serves a similar purpose as the AttributeId. The
TableId has the name TableId as the constructor and a String datatype. It holds
the name of the table in the LFSQL query statements. A further level datatype built
from the AttributeId and the TableId datatypes is the QualifiedAttributeId.
The QualifiedAttributeId datatype has the same name as its constructor and
both TableId and AttributeId as the existing datatype from which it was built.
The code representing QualifiedAttributeId is
data QualifiedAttributeId = QualifiedAttribute TableId
AttributeId deriving Show;
The QalifitedAttributeId datatype holds an attribute with its table name being
attached to distinguish it from other attributes.
The SelectList datatype holds the list of attributes to be selected in the SE-
LECT clause of an LFSQL SELECT statement. It was built from AttributeId
and QualifiedAttributeId as can be seen from the code provided below.
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data SelectList = SelectAttr (Either [QualifiedAttributeId]
[AttributeId] ) deriving Show
The SelectList has the select attribute SelectAttr as the contructor and uses the
monad Either to hold either the attributes in the list of AttributeId or a list of
qualiﬁed attributes in the QualifiedAttribute datatype.
The FromClause datatype also uses the TableId datatype. It has From as the con-
structor and holds either one or more table's names in the FROM clause.
The CompareValue datatype is deﬁned to hold the values or attributes we compare
in a basic LFSQL WHERE clause. CompareValue can hold an attribute or fuzzy
Value or qualiﬁed attribute.
The fuzzy comparator FComparator datatype holds all the alternative fuzzy com-
parators used in the LFSQL WHERE clause. The contructors themselves hold the
various kinds of the fuzzy comparators. The FComparator can hold any of 12 fuzzy
comparators. Below is the code for the FComparators datatype.
data FComparators = FEqual | NFEqual | FDiff | NFDiff
| FGTh | NFGTh | FLTh | NFLTh
| FGEqual | NFGEqual | FLEqual
| NFLEqual deriving Show
The ThresholdId datatype has Thold as the constructor name and Degree to hold
the degree of the fulﬁllment threshold.
The FCondition datatype holds the basic LFSQL condition. The FCondition and its
constructor has the same name with CompareValue, FComparator, CompareValue and
optional ThresholdId as existing datatypes used to build the FCondition datatype.
They hold the various elements in the basic LFSQL condition. Below is the code for
the FCondition datatype.
data FCondition = FCondition CompareValue FComparators
CompareValue (Maybe Threshold) deriving
Show
The LogicalCondi datatype holds the various compound or complex fuzzy conditions.
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The LogicalCondi can hold basic conditions or compound conditions connected by
the logical connectors. It has the And as the constructor for a compound condition
using AND as the connector. Similarly, it has Or as the constructor for a compound
condition involving OR as the connecting logical connector. In the case of basic
LFSQL condition and subquery, it uses Basic and Subquery respectively. Below is
the code for the LogicalCondi datatype.
data LogicalCondi = And LogicalCondi LogicalCondi
| Or LogicalCondi LogicalCondi
| Basic FCondition
| Subquery LFSqlState deriving Show
The main datatype in the LFSQL parser is LFSqlState. This datatype is the highest
datatype which holds the SELECT, DELETE, CREATE and INSERT LFSQL
elements. The LFSqlState datatype has Select as a constructor with SelectList,
TableId and Maybe LogicalCondi as parameters storing the elements of a SELECT
statement. The other three alternatives are deﬁned similarly using the constructor
Delete, Insert and Create. The code for the LFSqlState datatype is:
data LFSqlState = Select SelectList [TableId] (Maybe
LogicalCondi)
| Delete TableId (Maybe LogicalCondi)
| Insert TableId ([AttributeId]) ([FuzzyValue])
| Create TableId [(AttributeId, AttributeType)]
deriving Show
5.3 The Main Functions of the Implementation
The functions in the LFSQL parser are the programs which extract the tokens in
an LFSQL statements and put them in their respective datatypes. Similarly to the
datatypes, we build complex and advanced functions from simple and basic functions.
Each datatype in the LFSQL parser has a corresponding function to extract the
tokens it stores from the LFSQL statements. Before we discuss the main functions
p_LSqlState, p_Select, p_Insert and p_Delete, we will discuss some of the basic
functions upon which we built these complex functions. We will provide the code for
some of these functions together with their datatypes to facilitate easy understanding
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of the discussions of these functions.
The function which parses a lattice value is the p_Degree. In the case of the
p_ExplicitValue, it parses an explicitly given L-fuzzy set. The p_FuzzyValue parses
either a label or an explicit L-fuzzy set.
The p_Attribute function returns an AttributeId datatype. It extracts the at-
tribute part of the LFSQL statement and stores in the AttributeId. It uses the
pIdentfier token or function to identify and extract attributes from the statements.
The p_TableId works like the p_AttributeId. It extracts the name of a table which
is a string in an LFSQL statements and returns it as TableId datatype value. A
higher level function is the p_QualifiedAttributeId. This function parses qualiﬁed
attribute and returns a value of the type QualifiedAttributeId. It combines the
functions from p_TableId and p_AttributeId as we can see from the code.
data QualifiedAttributeId = QualifiedAttribute TableId
AttributeId deriving Show;
p_QualifiedAttributeId :: Parser QualifiedAttributeId
p_QualifiedAttributeId = QualifiedAttribute <$> p_TableId
<*>(pDot *> p_AttributeId)
It accepts statements with a table name dot attribute name, extracts the table name,
the attribute name and store them in their respective datatypes.
The p_SelectList returns values of the type SelectList. It is the function which
works on the SELECT clause in the LFSQL SELECT statement. It was built on
pCommaSep, p_QualifiedAttributeId and p_AttributeId. It uses the pCommaSep
combinator to identify a list of attributes or qualiﬁed attributes seperated by comma
and returns them as a list of either AttributeId or QualifiedAttributeId datatype
respectively. The SelectList datatype uses the monad Either to return the list of
Left QualifiedAttributeId or Right AttributeId datatype.
The p_FromClause function returns one or more TableId datatype value(s). The
p_FromClause function uses the p_TableId function to parse a table name in the
FROM clause.
The p_FComparators function parses the L-fuzzy comparators. It uses the try func-
tion in the Parsec to try the various L-fuzzy comparators until it parses the ap-
propriate comparator. For example, from the p_FComparator code provided, the
p_FComparator will ﬁrst try to parse the given comparator if it is FEQ or F=. If
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it does not succeed, it will try the rest in sequential order until it parses the cor-
rect comparator. It returns an error if none of the comparators matches the given
comparator.
data FComparators = FEqual | NFEqual | FDiff | NFDiff | FGTh
| NFGTh | FLTh | NFLTh | FGEqual | NFGEqual
| FLEqual | NFLEqual deriving Show
p_FComparators =try(FEqual <$ (pReservedOp "FEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "F="))
<|> (NFEqual <$ (pReservedOp "NFEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "NF="))
<|>(FDiff <$ (pReservedOp "FDIFF" <|>
pReservedOp "F<>" <|> pReservedOp "F!"))
<|>(NFDiff <$ (pReservedOp "NFDIFF" <|>
pReservedOp "NF<>" <|> pReservedOp "NF!"))
<|>(FGTh <$ (pReservedOp "FGT" <|>
pReservedOp "F>"))
<|>(NFGTh <$ (pReservedOp "NFGT" <|>
pReservedOp "NF>"))
<|>(FLTh <$ (pReservedOp "FLT" <|>
pReservedOp "F<"))
<|>(NFLTh <$ (pReservedOp "NFLT" <|>
pReservedOp "NF<"))
<|>(FGEqual <$ (pReservedOp "FGEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "F>="))
<|>(NFGEqual <$ (pReservedOp "NFGEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "NF>="))
<|>(FLEqual <$ (pReservedOp "FLEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "F<="))
<|>(NFLEqual <$ (pReservedOp "NFLEQ" <|>
pReservedOp "NF<="))
The p_Threshold works on the fulﬁllment threshold part of the statement. It returns
a value of the type threshold. It uses the pReservedOp to extract or identify the
word THOLD and uses the p_Degree to extract the degree of the threshold.
The function which parses the basic LFSQL condition is p_FConditions. This func-
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tion was built from simple functions such as p_CompareV,
p_FComparators and optionally p_Threshold as we can see from the code provided.
data FCondition = FCondition CompareValue FComparators
CompareValue (Maybe Threshold) deriving Show
p_FCondition :: Parser FCondition
p_FCondition = FCondition <$> p_CompareV <*>
p_FComparators <*> p_CompareV <*>
optionMaybe p_Threshold
It parses the various elements in the LFSQL condition and stores it in their respective
datatypes.
The p_FExpression returns a token of the type LogicalCondi. This function is
used to identify and extract LFSQL WHERE clause involving a logical connectors.
We used the buildExpressionParser from ParsecExpr modulo mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.1, to identify and parse the needed tokens in a compound LFSQL WHERE
clause. We provide the basic expression such as FConditions and subqueries and
the operation table OpElement which contains the logical connectors. It uses these
arguements to build and parse the compound conditions in LFSQLWHERE clause.
Below is the code used to build the p_FExpression parser.
data LogicalCondi = And LogicalCondi LogicalCondi
| Or LogicalCondi LogicalCondi
| Basic FCondition
| Subquery LFSqlState deriving Show
opElements = [[Infix (And <$ pReservedOp "AND") AssocLeft],
[Infix (Or <$ pReservedOp "OR") AssocLeft]]
p_FExpression :: Parser LogicalCondi
p_FExpression = buildExpressionParser opElements
p_FExpression'
<?> "expression for the where clause"
where p_FExpression' = Basic <$> p_FCondition
<|> Subquery <$> p_Select
As we can see from the p_FExpression code, this parser is a recursive parser. The
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<?> is a function in Parsec, We used the <?> to customize our error message.
The p_Create is one of the main functions in the parser. It is the function which
identiﬁes and extracts the various elements needed to create a table in the database.
It parses CREATE LFSQL statement and returns a value of the type LFSqlState.
The p_Create uses the pReserved token identiﬁer which identiﬁes the reserved words
CREATE and Table in the statement.It also uses p_TableId to identify and parse the
name of the table. Lastly, it uses a pCommaSep combinator on p_AttributeId and
p_AttributeType to return a list of pairs of attribute and their datatype.
The second main function is the p_Insert. It also returns a value of the type
LFSqlState. It is the function which identiﬁes and parses an LFSQL INSERT
statement. It also uses the pReserved to identify the reserved words INSERT, INTO
and VALUES. The p_TableId, pCommaSep, p_AttributeId and the p_FuzzyValue are
the basic functions that the p_Insert was built on. They return the name of the
table to be inserted into, a list of attributes in the table to hold fuzzy values to be
inserted and the fuzzy values themselves.
The third function is the p_Select function. It is the most complex function among
all the functions in the LFSQL parser. It combines most of the basic functions. It
was built on the p_SelectList, p_FromClause and Maybe p_FExpression functions.
These functions parse the list of attribute to select, which table to select from and
optionally which condition(s) must be satisﬁed. The p_Select function combines all
the values from these basic functions and returns them altogether as a value of the
type LFSqlState. The code for the p_Select function is
p_Select :: Parser LFSqlState
p_Select = Select <$> (pReserved "SELECT" *> p_SelectList)
<*> (pReserved "FROM" *> pCommaSep p_TableId)
<*> optionMaybe (pReserved "WHERE" *> p_FExpression)
The fourth function is the p_Delete. It is the function which parses an LFSQL
DELETE statement. It uses the pReserved to parse the words DELETE and FROM
in the delete statement. It also makes use of the p_TableId to parse the name of
the table to delete records from. It uses OptionMaybe combinator to parse a fuzzy
condition if it is available or parses nothing if there is no fuzzy condition. The
p_Delete function returns a value of the type LFSqlState.
The ultimate function in the LFSQL parser is the p_LFSqlState. This function
combines all the other functions in the LFSQL parser. The p_LFSqlState has four
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alternative statements to parse as we can see from the code.
data LFSqlState = Select SelectList [TableId]
(Maybe LogicalCondi)
| Delete TableId (Maybe LogicalCondi)
| Insert TableId ([AttributeId]) ([FuzzyValue])
| Create TableId [(AttributeId, AttributeType)]
deriving Show
p_LFSqlState :: Parser LFSqlState
p_LFSqlState = p_Select <* pSemi <|> p_Delete <* pSemi <|>
p_Insert <* pSemi <|> p_Create <* pSemi
It can parse any of the four LFSQL statements discussed in this thesis. It combines
the Parsec alternative combinator with the four main functions discussed in this
subsection to parse the CREATE, INSERT, SELECT and DELETE statements.
This function returns either a create value, insert value, select value or delete value
all of the type LFSqlState.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented a generalized relational database i.e. L-fuzzy rela-
tional database and its standard language LFSQL. The RDBMS and its SQL are not
capable of handling fuzzy values. The FRDBMS and its FSQL are also not capable of
handling nonlinear ordered values. Our L-fuzzy relational database and its LFSQL
are capable of handling and managing crispness, linear ordered and incomparable val-
ues. We achieved this generalization through concepts and properties of L-fuzziness.
As shown earlier, every entry into an L-fuzzy relational database is a fuzzy set. From
this, we have shown that we can model crisp values as a special case of fuzziness by
turning every value to membership degree 0 but only the needed value's membership
degree to 1.
As opposed to crispness involving membership degrees either 0 or 1 or fuzzy in the
original sense of Zadeh, which involves membership degree of unit interval between
0 and 1 inclusively, L-fuzziness is based on the arbitrary complete lattice. We have
shown that lattice makes L-fuzziness more generalized fuzziness which includes both
original fuzziness by Zadeh and crispness. The properties and concepts of lattices
make it easy to extend your degree of membership and allow incomparable values
to exist in its structure. This gives richer notations than the crisp or the ﬁxed unit
interval fuzziness. These properties and concepts on which we developed the L-fuzzy
relational database and LFSQL have made our relational database more general than
the existing ones. It has also paved a way for other ﬁelds investigations and future
research to be carried based on the semantics of LFSQL
We propose that further research can be done to include other elements such as an
update statement. The language can also be expanded to include the having clause,
order clause, and the aggregate functions such as sum, average and count. There can
also be an expansion to include compatibility degree as was done in FSQL. As stated
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above, the semantics of the LFSQL will be an important tool to investigate functional
dependencies in the data mining ﬁeld. Unlike the crisp functional dependencies that
requires all values in both sets to satisfy the rules of functional dependencies, LFSQL
is more ﬂexible because the sets can satisfy the dependency based on a certain degree.
This functional dependencies investigation could me done similar to [23, 31]. Lastly,
we propose that an eﬃcient implementation could be done by allowing only certain
types of fuzzy sets to be stored. For example, in the implementation of FSQL, only
trapezoidal and triangular fuzzy sets were allowed for eﬃciency.
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